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UPFRONT
In a thoughtful interview for this issue Mark Nightingale says that these days there 
is much more jazz played which is based on ‘fairly static chord sequences’, this in 
contrast to the progressive chord sequences that have underpinned so much jazz in 
the past – and which he misses.

Similarly Scott Yanow, writing of Dixieland, takes a slightly different American version 
of the term, but places Eddie Condon as one of the prime movers – and who would 
argue with that? Now, if there was one thing Eddie Condon knew about, it was 
entertaining people – and, looking at the contents of this issue, you wonder if we’re 
getting back to that.

 We’ve already mentioned Mark Nightingale. In very different styles the Simon 
Spillett Big Band, The Hot House Combo, Judith Owen and Owen Broder are about 
communicating with the audience, entertaining them. Even Espen Berg, talking about 
a totally improvised session (very melodic, very attractive) admits that his methods 
are very traditional. It’s far too early to suggest that static chord sequences are on 
their way out, but who knows?
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FIND US ON FACEBOOK
The Jazz Rag now has its own Facebook page. 
For news of upcoming festivals, gigs and releases, 
features from the archives, competitions and who 
knows what else, be sure to ‘like’ us. To find the 
page, simply enter ‘The Jazz Rag’ in the search bar 
at the top when logged into Facebook.
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MARK NIGHTINGALE, to be heard with CALLUM AU 
at Piano Smithfield (see page 13)
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FEAST OF JAZZ FOR 
LONDON
The EFG London Jazz Festival 
runs from November 11 to 
20, with a moth-watering 
programme in iconic venues. 
On the opening night, at the 
Royal Festival Hall, Kurt Elling 
heads a cohort of eight singers 
for Jazz Voices and among other 
attractions on the same night 
are the Tord Gustavsen Trio 
(Cadogan Hall) and Binker 
Golding (Purcell Room). And so 
it goes on, with two celebrations 
of 85th birthdays: Ron Carter 
(Cadogan Hall – 13) and Mike 
Gibbs (Vortex -14/15). Kurt Elling 
appears again at the Jazz Café 
(13) and Dianne Reeves plays 
two successive nights (12-13) 
at Cadogan Hall and the Queen 
Elizabeth Hall. The Bad Plus play 
Ronnie Scott’s (14-15), Abdullah 
Ibrahim the Barbican (15) and 
Georgina Jackson and Emma 
Smith lead the Big Swing with 
guest Vula Malinga (Cadogan Hall 
– 18). Guy Barker presents two 

new works, Guitar and Clarinet 
Concertos with Eugene Pao and 
Giacomo Smith as soloists, at 
Cadogan Hall (17) – and much 
more spread over four large 
pages on the website, including 
the Final of the BBC Young 
Jazz Musician competition on 
November 19.
www.efglondonjazzfestival.org.uk

FESTIVAL AT LIT 
AND PHIL
The Newcastle Festival of Jazz 
and Improvised Music takes place 
at the Lit & Phil on October 1 
and 2, featuring Nicole Mitchell 
& Alexander Hawkins, Beck 
Hunters and Helena Anahita 
Wilson. On the afternoon of 
October 2 the Festival lands at 
Newcastle Jazz Co-op at the 
Globe, with the Zoe Gilby Trio 
with Noel Dennis and John 
Garner plus John Pope and 
Dilutey Juice.

The Lit & Phil’s monthly lunch-
time programme continues with 

Pete Tanton Sings Chet Baker 
(October 21), Webb City (aka the 
Joe Webb Trio – November 18) 
and Cormac Loane with the Dean 
Stockdale Trio (December 16).

WHITLEY BAY 
JAMBOREE
The unique nature of the Mike 
Durham Classic Jazz Party 
(November 4-6) is borne out by 
the dwindling number of seats at 
the Village Hotel, North Tyneside, 
still available. The range of music 
covered by the programme 
ranges from particular bands 
associated with jazz greats such 
as Red Allen, Muggsy Spanier, 
Jimmie Noone, King Oliver 
and Bix and Tram to borderline 
jazzers such as Ted Lewis, Annette 
Hanshaw, Bing Crosby and Ted 
Weems. The 30-plus performers 
come from (at our latest 
computation) eight different 
countries. And, if you fancy 
starting early, there’s a welcome 
concert on November 3.
www.whitleybayjazzfest.com

RONNIE’S IN 
OCTOBER AND 
NOVEMBER
Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club has 
a couple of months of largely 
one-nighters, October highlights 
including Martin Taylor and Ulf 
Wakenius (5), Espen Eriksen Trio 
with Andy Sheppard (10), Dana 
Gillespie (16) and Alex Bone (19). 
In November the EFG London 
Jazz Festival intrudes, with a 
couple of nights of The Bad Plus 
(14-15), Ivo Neame’s Dodeka 
(13) and Aaron Parks (19).
www.ronniescotts.co.uk

PETER 
WHITTINGHAM 
AWARD
It’s now the time of year for 
applications for the Peter 
Whittingham Award, Help 
Musicians’ prestigious award 
offering financial support towards 
a musical activity, allied to one full 
day’s worth of expert business 
advice. £5,000 is available to a 
musician with the creativity and 
ambition to build a career.
www.helpmusicians.org.uk/get-
support/develop-as-a-musician/
peter-whittingham-jazz-awards 

JBGB IN LONDON
JBGB Events are beyond busy 
in the next few months, with 
programmes at Piano Smithfield, 
the Pizza Express and The 
Pheasantry, plus occasional gigs 
elsewhere. The Piano Smithfield 
programme is especially 
tempting, with October offering 
Polly Gibbons and Ross Stanley 
(6), Alan Barnes (13), Claire 
Martin/Nikki Iles/Dave Green 
(14-15), Liane Carroll (20) 
and Dave and Judith O’Higgins 
(27). November includes Mark 
Nightingale and Callum Au in a 
tribute to Jay and Kai (3), Miles 
in the 50s with Chris Ingham 

(10) and Geoff Gascoyne (17).
Meanwhile the Pizza Express 
mounts three lunch-time big 
band gigs: Gareth Lockrane 
(October 23), Nikki Iles 
(November 6) and, as part of 
the EFG London Jazz Festival, 
Simon Spillett playing the music 
of Tubby Hayes (13). Following 
Lizzie Ball (October 7), the 
Pheasantry comes up with two 
shows by Clare Teal and Jason 
Rebello (October 8) and Claire 
Martin with the Dave Newton 
Quartet and Alex Garnett 
(November 4-5), following their 
appearance at the Apex on 
November 3.
www.jbgbevents.com

JAZZ AT MORLEY 
GREEN
Graham Brook’s monthly 
promotion at Morley Green 
Club, Wilmslow, features the 
Julie Edwards/Kevin Dearden 
Quintet (September 27), the 
Phil Shotton Big Birthday Band 
(October 25), Alan Barnes, Greg 
Abate and the Andrzej Baranek 
Trio (November 22) and Alex 
Clarke, Andy Peate and the 
Dave Luckhurst Trio (December 
27). And the good news is that 
Tuesday Jazz and Swing goes 
fortnightly in 2023. The Phil 
Shotton Birthday Band has put 
together a tour for September-
November under the title ‘Phil 

Kurt Elling

Claire Martin
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ANN ODELL 
Sadly Ann Odell, who co-founded Watermill Jazz in Dorking in 
March 1994 with Steve Spurling, passed away peacefully at the 
end of July after a short illness. She leaves a wonderful legacy, with 
Watermill Jazz now highly regarded as one of the leading clubs 
in the UK. In a varied career as a pianist, singer, session musician 
and arranger, Ann was briefly a member of the Ivy Benson Band, 
performed with her own trio on the maiden voyage of the QE2, 
played with Blue Mink, the London Symphony Orchestra on their 
‘Classic Rock Series’ and was musical director for Bryan Ferry after 
he left Roxy Music. Her own trio made numerous performances 
in the early days at Watermill Jazz, accompanied by various guests 
which over the years included, amongst many others, Campbell 
Burnap, Alan Barnes, Ronnie Hughes, Barbara Thompson, Digby 
Fairweather, Jim Mullen, Tina May, Bruce Adams, Mike Piggott, Andy 
Panayi, Paul Booth and Derek Nash.

Ann Odell



Hull Jazz Festival takes place 
at the Hull Truck Theatre on 
November 11-12. Ubunye kick 
things off on Friday evening, 
followed on Saturday afternoon 
by an extravaganza featuring 
NYJO Regional Jazz Academy and 
in the evening by Jean Toussaint’s 
All Star Quartet with Songs for 
Sisters, Brothers and Others. The 
following Sunday (20) Northern 
Line features six of the new 
Northern jazz artists in two 
sessions from 1.00 to 10.00. And 
in between the two weekends 
Hulljazz promotes Jamil Sheriff ’s 
Five Gold Rings on Nov. 16 at the 
William Gemmell Ale House in 
Anlaby Road.
www.hulljazzfestival.co.uk

Vasilis Xenopoulos and Paul Edis 
team up for a packed weekend 
in the North East, beginning 
as a duo on Friday lunch-time 
at the Gala Theatre, Durham, 
on October 14. Thereafter, 
enlarging to a quartet, they play 
the Traveller’s Rest, Darlington 
that evening, followed by St. 
Cuthbert’s Centre, Crook (15) 
and the Globe, Newcastle (16). 

Dorking’s Watermill Jazz has now 
reverted to weekly meetings, good 
news for all those making their 
way to Betchworth Park Golf Club. 
October bookings are the Helen 

Sung Trio (4), Buster (Birch) Plays 
Buster (11), Joe Locke’s Amaranth 
(18) and the Pete Oxley/Nic Meier 
Quartet (25).
www.watermilljazz.co.uk

Jazz is mainly a Wednesday thing at 
Eastleigh’s Concorde Club. Martin 
Taylor and Ulf Wakenius share the 
stand on October 12, followed by 
Georgie Fame & Sons (26). The 
Greg Abate Quartet (2) kicks off 
November, then Swingin’ at the 
Cotton Club, with Harry Strutter’s 
Rhythm Orchestra (9), Clare Teal 
Sextet (16) and the Puppini Sisters 
(30). Lovers of more traditional 
fare can take in the Golden Eagle 
Jazz Band in the Moldy Fig wine 
bar on October 30.
www.theconcordeclub.com

Saturday lunch-times at St. 
Augustine’s Parish Centre means 
Darlington New Orleans Jazz 
Club once or twice every month. 
Next up is pianist Dale Storr 
(October 1), followed by the Red 
Stripe Band (November 5), Webb 
City (19) and Jake Leg Jug Band 
(December 3).

Opera North’s recital room/
concert hall, the Howard 
Assembly Room in the Grand 
Theatre, Leeds, always maintains 
an extremely varied programme, 
with folk and world music figuring 

largely. The next few months 
feature two major jazz events: 
Courtney Pine and Zoe Rahman 
with Spirituality (October 12) and 
the Espen Eriksen Trio with Andy 
Sheppard (November 28).
www.operanorth.co.uk

Wakefield Jazz kicks off October 
with Robert Mitchell’s True Think 
(7), followed by Art Themen with 
Thane and the Villeins (14), Os 
Caros (21), Hannah Horton (28), 
Ben Crosland (November 4), the 
Tori Freestone Trio (11), Greg 
Abate (18) and Jamal Shariff ’s Five 
Gold Rings (25).
www.wakefieldjazz.org

The Strictly Smokin’ Big Band 
celebrates its 20th anniversary 
with a concert with Dave 
O’Higgns early Sunday evening on 
October 23. With Alice Grace as 
guest, the band follows up with 
two concerts at Gosforth Civic 
Theatre on December 16 and 17.

Warwick Arts Centre at the 
University of Warwick has a jazz 
programme in place, beginning 
with Xhosa Cole on October 
15. Later events include Chris 
Thile (November 10), Go Go 
Penguin (November 11) and Alina 
Bzhezhinska’s Hip Harp Collectve 
(December 8).
www.warwickartscentre.co.uk 

Newcastle Jazz Co-op at 
the Globe has a crowded 
October programme: Blue Jazz 
Quartet with Rivkala (9), Vasilis 
Xenopoulos/Paul Edis Quartet 
(16), Aonghus McEvoy Group 
(23), Ubunye (29), John Kemp’s 
A Love Supreme (30). Lined up 
for later are Jo Harrop and Jamie 
McCredie (November 6) and 
Liane Carroll (December 4).

King Pleasure and the Biscuit 
Boys’ date sheet for the next 
few months takes in the Regal 

Theatre, Minehead (October 
7), Pizza Express, Birmingham 
(14), Ashcroft Arts Centre, 
Fareham (22), Mill Arts Centre, 
Banbury (November 12), Otley 
Courthouse (26), Greystones, 
Sheffield (December 16) and the 
Metropole, Abertillery (23).
Tel.: 0121 454 7020

Getting back in its stride after 
the jazz festival, Scarborough 
Jazz at the Cask manages an 
excellent October, Rod Mason 
(5) being followed by Art Themen 
with Thane and the Villeins (12), 
the Two Stuarts (19) and the 
Joy Ellis Trio (26). In November 
the Coltrane Project starts 
proceedings (2), with Mark Jones 
(9), Joel Parnell (16), Jamil Shariff ’s 
Five Gold Rings (23) and Julia 
Wray (30) to follow.
www.scarboroughjazz.co.uk

Nottingham’s home of live music, 
Peggy’s Skylight, has a good 
mix of jazz in the upcoming 
programme: Dennis Rollins and 
Kevin Holbrough (September 29), 
Anita Wardell (October 1), Matt 
Ridley with The Antidote (6), Tim 
Whitehead (8) and the Hugh 
Pascall Quintet (13).
www.peggysskylight.co.uk
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UPCOMING EVENTS

I GET A KICK OUT OF...

What track or album turned 
you on to jazz? 
Jazz was in my ears from birth; 
my father (Denny Ilett Snr) is a 
trumpeter meaning I grew up in 
a house full of great jazz so, too 
many to pick from, but today 
I’ll go with Pagin’ Mr Fagin by 
Humphrey Lyttelton. 

What was the first jazz gig 
you went to? 
I remember fondly, as a kid, being 
bought a bottle of coke and a 
packet of crisps at many a Sunday 
lunchtime session that my Dad 
would have been playing at. When 
he wasn’t playing, we’d often 
drive from Oxfordshire to South 
London to see Bill Brunskill at the 
Lord Napier. My Dad loved Bill.

What is your favourite jazz 
album and why? 
I have so many favourites for 
many different reasons but, I’ll say 
Louis Armstrong Plays W.C Handy. 
Everything about it is perfect for 
me with Louis at the height of his 
mid-50’s genius!

What was the best jazz 
performance you’ve ever 
seen? 
The greatest performance I 
ever saw, jazz or otherwise, 
was Frank Sinatra at the Albert 
Hall in 1992 backed by the John 
Dankworth Orchestra.

What’s the best jazz 
performance you’ve seen in 
the last 12 months? 
Dave Newton’s trio, with Pete 
Cater and Joe Pettitt. Dave, 
along with Jim Mullen, has been a 
constant favourite of mine for at 
least 30 years. He never fails to 
move me and inspire me.

What’s your favourite jazz 
release (new or reissue) 
from the last 12 months? 
I really love Adrian Cox and Joe 
Webb’s duo album Both Sides 
Now. The perfect combination of 
virtuosity and accessibility.

If you could meet one jazz 
musician, living or dead, who 
would it be and why? 
That one’s easy; Louis 
Armstrong! The greatest jazz 
musician, and human being, that 
ever lived! 

DENNY ILETT’S 30-
year career has seen him 
become established as one 
of the country’s leading jazz 
guitarists, in addition to 
his achievements as singer, 
arranger and bandleader. 

DENNY ILETT answers the questions.

Shotton at forte’. Gigs apart 
from Morley Green take them 
to the Slug & Lettuce, Didsbury 
(Sept. 27), EDDA, Ainsdale (30), 
Alsager Golf & Country Club 
(Oct. 3), The Music Room, 
Liverpool Philharmonic Hall (24), 
Capstone Theatre, Liverpool 
Hope University (November 17) 
and the Rose Theatre, Edge Hill 
University (28).
www.grahambrookjazz.co.uk 
www.philshottonmusic.co.uk/fortetour

STABLES IN 
AUTUMN
The Stables at Wavendon have 
a solid jazz element in their 
concerts through till Christmas. 
Monthly Sunday sessions at 
11.30 feature Tipitina (October 
16), Brown and Blue (Clifford 
and Mitchell) with Paul Higgs 
(November 20) and the Alex 
Clarke Quartet (December 18). 
October 5 sees Courtney Pine 
and Zoe Rahman with Spirituality 
followed by Ronnie Scott’s All 
Star Band (9), Clare Teal (22) and 

Georgie Fame (25). November 
brings Syd Lawrence (3), the 
Nicolas Meier World Group 
(8) and Jazz Sabbath (24). The 
Dankworth Family Christmas Party 
(December 9-10) then precedes 
Alan Barnes’ Copperfield (13).
www.stables.org

JAZZLEEDS AT 15
JazzLeeds is celebrating its 15th 
anniversary with a fine series 
of concerts at SevenArts on 
Thursday evenings and Sunday 
lunchtimes. Jean Toussaint brings 

his Songs for My Sisters, My 
Brothers and Others on October 
6, followed by Art Themen’s trio, 
Thane and the Villeins (13). The 
Christine Tobin Trio (27), Robert 
Mitchell’s True Think (November 
10), the Ingham/Davison Sextet in 
tribute to Art Blakey (December 
1) and Alan Barnes’ Copperfield 
(15) follow. Highlights of the 
Sunday programme include Joy 
Ellis (November 6), Al Wood’s 
Octet (20) and Dale Storr 
(December 11).
www.jazzleeds.org.uk    

Tipitina

Joy Ellis

Jean Toussaint

Jamil Shariff 

Vasilis Xenopoulos

Dale StorrPhoto by Karl Newton

Photo by Michel Piedallu

Photo by 
Barry Clark
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JIMMY THE SKID JIMMY THE SKID

By the time I met the great 
British tenor-saxophonist Jimmy 
Skidmore for the very first time 
in 1961 he had already had a 
massive (and for me deserved) 
three-year build-up in Humphrey 
Lyttelton’s second book – 
appropriately titled Second 
Chorus and published in 1958 . 
Only a few weeks after the book 
appeared I’d found a brand-
new shiny copy (I still have it!) 
mistakenly dumped – and for 
sale! - in the remainder shelves 
of Boots’ subscription library 
in Southend High Street. In his 
final chapter ‘Gentlemen of the 

Orchestra’ Humph had written: 
‘Skid is, for me, the finest player 
in the country!’ And as my first-
ever Lyttelton 78 had been Dixie 
Theme (26 August 1957) – an 
updated paraphrase (complete 
with cod-corny ending) of 
Darktown Strutters Ball on which 
the opening chorus had been 
taken by Jimmy’s assured tenor 
- I had no reason to doubt 
Humph’s claim. It was only 
with the meteoric rise of Tubby 
Hayes, over ten years after 
Jimmy had made a name for 
himself on Britain’s jazz scene, 
that there could be cause for 

question over Humph’s opinion. 
But as Dogberry remarked, 
‘Comparisons are odious’, and in 
any case superlatives in jazz are 
very much a matter of taste and 
choice.

It would be three more years 
before I would meet my hero, 
however, a chummy handshake 
and an autograph after a 
Lyttelton concert on Southend 
Pier in 1961; then, from 1963, 
appearances at Southend’s 
Studio Jazz club in Station 
Road, Westcliff. A year later, in 
1964, Jimmy would bring along 

his twenty-year old son Alan 
- forever after to be known in 
Lytteltonian circles as ‘Skid’s 
kid’. Alan had been taught by his 
father to begin with, but also by 
Les Evans, one of Britain’s most 
well-known saxophone teachers 
who contributed a monthly 
column to Crescendo International 
magazine. And to my young ears 
back then (before Alan had fallen 
forever under the spells of John 
Coltrane) it was hard to tell 
them apart.

It was one more year later 
that I began to know Jimmy 
rather better, and this was at 
Southend Rhythm Club run by 
fellow tenor-saxophonist Kenny 
Baxter which operated every 
week at the Cricketers pub in 
London Road Southend-on-Sea. 
By now, most usually in the 
company of his friend of many 
years - promoter, presenter and 
jazz compere Bix Curtis who 
shared his joy in outrageousness 
- I would start to discover 
why Humph had prefaced his 
celebration of Jimmy with a 
(decidedly censored !) portrait 
of his sideman. ‘A “card”, 
Humph wrote, ‘is rather an old 
fashioned term, but it’s the only 
one that sums up Skid. Even in 
the most demure company he 
will express himself in quite 
uninhibited terms – and then 
dispel the shock with a huge 
tusky grin which says “Don’t 
mind me, ducks – I don’t mean 
half I say”.’ Humph’s pen-portrait 
of his larger-than-life colleague 
left out the fact that Jimmy was 
an extremely handsome man; 
invariably well-dressed, slim, and 
with an enviable crop of thick 
wavy dark hair reminiscent of 
a screen-idol; a romantic image 
quickly dispelled by almost 
anything he was inclined to 
come out with in company, 
mixed or otherwise.

 Back in 1965, having discovered 
a trumpet embouchure that 
worked well, I was invited 
regularly to sit in with my hero 
at the Rhythm Club for the 
next year and got used to being 
welcomed with his standard 
greeting: ‘‘Allo darlin’! Kiss 
yer bum later!.’ I should add 

An affectionate memoir…
By DIGBY FAIRWEATHER

JIMMY THE SKID that such mild bucolicism was 
definitely the overture to a lot 
of far more fruity ad-libs at 
the Cricketers, many of which 
– however sadly – can’t find 
their way into print, even in the 
liberal pages of Jazz Rag. But 
one which might just get past 
the censor concerns a young 
visitor, bearing a saxophone 
case, who had listened to 
Jimmy’s glorious exploration of 
Body and Soul (which, unusually, 
he played in the key of F rather 
than the standard D-flat) and 
during the break had timidly 
approached the Master to ask 
if he had any tips for a budding 
saxophone player. 

‘Certainly, ducks.’ said Jimmy, 
tusky grin well in evidence. 
‘Blow nice and ’ard and keep 
you arse closed!’

It was with Jimmy in that year 
that I was lucky enough to 
play my first-ever professional 
concert; of all places in Lewes 
Prison with Bix Curtis as 
promoter-presenter and pianist 
Gerry Haim, the brother of the 
(once better-known) cornettist 
John Haim; an early hero of the 
British Traditional Revival who 
tragically and mysteriously died 
two days after his death was 
announced in our weekly trade 
paper the Melody Maker. The 
concert was a big success and 
with us was a singer; glamorous 
but mysteriously hidden behind 
dark glasses. Afterwards we 
found a café to have a cup of tea. 

‘Come on, darlin’,’ said Jimmy. 
“Show us your minces! That’s 
nice!” I never found out 
who she was, but it was very 
recently that Kay Skidmore, 
Alan’s wife, told me that 
she may well have been the 
marvellous Elaine Paige; Britain’s 
‘First Lady of Musical Theatre’.

In the same year I spent a few 
days in London where Jimmy 
was also regular at the Plough 
in Stockwell; a once famous 
jazz venue where the pianist 
was Harry Stoneham – later to 
provide the music for Michael 
Parkinson’s early chat shows. 
‘Come and see me whenever 
you like, love,’ Jimmy had said, 
‘ – and sit in!’ At the Plough, I 
couldn’t fail to notice that Jimmy 
had (I’m quite sure deliberately) 
positioned himself near the 
entrance to the ladies’ lavatory. 
Visitors on the way out would 

be greeted with the inevitable 
twinkle and query: ‘Could you 
hear us out here, love? We could 
hear you in there!’

In Lyttelton’s band (which he 
joined from 1957-61) such 
irreverence could be directed 
at almost anyone. For their first 
meeting with Louis Armstrong, 
the unconquerable king of jazz, 
Lyttelton’s band had been lined 
up ceremonially by their leader 
in the dressing-room to greet 
their guest who arrived, all 
smiles, to be confronted by a 
royal greeting. That is until he 
moved along the line to shake 
hands with Jimmy Skidmore who 
lent forward surreptitiously and 
whispered something into the 
visitor’s ear. Armstrong jumped 
back, then burst into hoots of 
laughter as once again, so it 
turned out, his new acquaintance 
had depassed royal protocol by 
offering to kiss the distinguished 
guest’s bottom on some future 
occasion. Such irresistible 
irreverence could be similarly 
directed at his leader. On stage, 
having finished a solo and 
handed over to Lyttelton, he was 
liable, to the audience’s delight, 
to leave his false teeth balanced 
on his saxophone mouthpiece 
causing unprompted ripples 
of mirth amid the surrounding 
profundity. On another famous 
occasion, strolling back behind 
his leader in mid-chorus, he 
was seen to grasp a generous 
portion of Lyttelton’s trouser 
seat with the explanation: ‘I’m 
touching the Guvnor’s bum!’. 
The Dickensian phrase ‘what 
larks’ comes to mind.

All of this, however, leaves out 
what a kind and sometimes 
forbearing man Jimmy could 
be, and again for this I have to 
return to my memories of 1965. 
At the Cricketers in Southend I 
led the interval group, a motley 
group of three or four players 
including an electric bassist from 
a rock band and an aspiring 
pianist from my home village 
of Paglesham in Essex, and we 
had what could be (generously!) 
called a limited repertoire. After 
one successful intermission set 
one Thursday where our four or 
five tunes had gone down well, 
however, the ever-generous Bix 
Curtis booked us to play the 
main one with Jimmy and Don 
Rendell the following week, and 
when the two of them arrived 
we knew none of their tunes at 

all. But inexplicably Jimmy didn’t 
seem to mind (neither did Don) 
and I imagine we played a lot 
of blues. On another occasion 
I tried to fix a gig with a local 
ne’er-do-well who had promised 
me a room for a concert in our 
local college. Jimmy was easy 
going on the deal (‘Do what you 
can for me, Digby, love!’) but 
when we arrived said ne’er-do-
well owned up that there was 
no room, no audience and no 
gig. Most artists would have 
stuck a bill for a cancellation 
fee in my hand and flounced off 
but – quite incredibly – Jimmy 
simply shrugged his shoulders, 
grinned a resigned grin and (in 
all probability) took Bix to the 
nearest pub.

A glance at John Chilton’s (truly 
invaluable) Who’s Who of British 
Jazz, however, reminds us that 
Jimmy’s distinguished career fully 
confirms Humphrey Lyttelton’s 
claim that ‘his history extended 
back into the old pre-war days 
when he established a lasting 
reputation in jazz circles playing 
at rhythm club “live” sessions ‘. 
In this respect Skid somewhat 
resembled pianist Gerry Moore, 
but the expanse of his high 
profile activity was wider than 
Moore’s both on and off the 
record. Half a page or more 
in John’s volume brings up 
associations (from around 1940 
both on and off the record), 
with George Shearing, the Vic 
Lewis-Jack Parnell Jazzmen, and 
also Lewis’ Kenton-based big 
band where Jimmy effectively (if 
rather less fulsomely!) takes the 
Vido Musso role on Kenton’s re-
write of Come Back to Sorrento. 
Other important recordings 
came with pianist Ralph Sharon’s 
Sextet in 1950 (often using 
an effective echo-chamber 
device on his horn); with Kenny 
Baker for Denis Preston; with 
drummer Eric Delaney’s big band 
from 1954-56 (a chair which son 
Alan would take over nine years 
later) and of course – prolifically 
– with Lyttelton during their 
years together. One last solo 
album (probably inevitably 
called Skid Marks!) came out in 
1972 on the Silverline label in 
the company of Willie Garnett, 
Ronnie Ross, Alan Branscombe, 
Pete Chapman and Bill Eyden 
and we have a signed copy at 
The Jazz Centre UK.

Later on, I saw less of Jimmy 
but – to my delight – very 

much more of son Alan who 
in 2022, celebrates his 80th 
birthday with a 6CD boxed 
set of his unissued work along 
with deserved publicity in the 
musical press. It was when Alan 
turned up with wife Kay at The 
Jazz Centre UK, out of the blue 
(and several years ago now) that 
we acquired Jimmy’s last tenor 
saxophone, his personal record 
collection (including rare test 
pressings of his own recordings) 
and dozens of photographs. It 
was definitely what Shakespeare 
would have called a ‘merrie 
meeting’ and after that Alan 
became a regular visitor, playing 
for us for free at the Centre 
and allowing us to interview 
him on film for our archives, 
thereby sharing new memories 
of a unique creative career. A 
second reference to Chilton’s 
Who’s Who has even more to say 
about Alan’s illustrious career 
than it has about his father’s - a 
passage of over sixty years from 
1963 spanning work with every 
significant contemporary not 
only in Britain but (unlike Jimmy) 
all over the world. Central roles 
in earlier iconic UK ensembles 
including the incomparable SOS 
(Surman/Osborne/Skidmore) 
move constantly on, always amid 
the best and most musically 
demanding company, to much 
later self-led innovations including 
his own great Ubizo with South-
African group Amompondo, 
and regular collaborations with 
everyone from Georgie Fame to 
Colin Towns’ supremely artistic 
Mask Orchestra. 

Ever since his first visit I’m 
happy to say that Alan and I 
have become close friends and 
this year we’ll be celebrating 
Alan Skidmore Day at The Jazz 
Centre UK with his new CD set, 
another interview and live music 
too. We don’t talk that much 
about Jimmy; Alan is discreetly 
reticent (though never unkind) 
about his father and from a 
mutual friend, Colin Thomson 
who played alto-saxophone 
alongside Skid in their teenage 
years, I’ve gathered that ‘things 
at home’ may not always have 
been as jubilant, nor as funny, 
between father and son. But, sad 
though that may be, the dynasty 
is there and in the end (as 
always) the music is its last and 
best message.



Now where was I? Ah, yes, It 
was 1962 and I was looking for 
another job in jazz, preferably 
writing, but, if as they say, the 
music world is a village, then the 
jazz part is a couple of houses. 

Fortunately, Malcolm Nixon, who 
wrote the folk column of Jazz 
News, also, ran a folk agency but 
wanted to expand into trad jazz, 
which was popular at that time. 
He came to me with an offer to 
create and run the jazz side. I 
had no experience of agency, but 
no-one was pounding on my door 
to employ me, so I accepted. I 
thought this might be a temporary 
solution while I kept looking. 

However, it transpired that I had 
some talent as a salesman and we 
quickly acquired some trad bands. 
Dick Charlesworth’s City Gents 
was a name in the jazz club 
circuit and we added a few more 
up-and-coming bands.

Unfortunately, the trad jazz 
phenomenon was slowly fading 
just as Nixon was moving into it. 
It was being replaced by another 
vogue--- Rhythm and Blues. Here 
we were lucky because we were 
able to secure one of the very 
best of the R&B bands- :The 
Cyril Davies All Stars with Long 
John Baldry. Cyril’s signing gave 
us access to other R&B groups 
and we signed the Alex Harvey 
band, The Downliners Sect, Jimmy 
Powell and the 5 Dimensions, 
and, for a brief period, Rod 
Stewart, who had no surname at 
that time. He was known only as 
‘Rod the Mod’.

We started to bring in American 
blues artists, Memphis Slim, Little 
Walter and Buddy Guy, the first 
of the many that followed after.

Our first big hit was Keep On 
Runnin’ with the Spencer Davis 
Group which featured the 16 
years old prodigy, Steve Winwood 
on keyboards and guitar. Although 
we had had two other big chart 
successes with pop attractions, 
The Caravelles and Millie Small, 
those artists were aberrations 
from our basic R&B policy, but 
welcome nevertheless.

Nixon’s background was in 
the Communist Party and he 

was a master of motivation 
and manipulation. He had very 
grandiose plans for taking over 
the entire British Entertainment 
Industry. Unfortunately, although 
he was a great talker and a 
seductive persuader, he was not 
a great deliverer, and his ambition 
overtook his means. Money 
from a friend had financed his 
plans and he had run out of that 
money. The net result that he was 
going bankrupt and Nixon staff 
and artists were being cast adrift.

Fortuitously, both the Spencer 
Davis Group and Millie Small were 
recorded by Chris Blackwell who 
had just arrived from Jamaica 
and was starting up in the U.K. 
His company, Island Records, had 
started off selling its records from 
market stalls in London before he 
had the two hit records.

I persuaded Blackwell that 
he should bring Agency and 
Management into his set-up 
and that I would bring some 
of Nixon’s artists over to him. 
He agreed and we created a 
company which we named West 
End Promotions.

The new company worked well 
until Blackwell decided to change 
the terms of our agreement 
and I had no choice except to 
leave and form my own agency 
and management company. I did 
this in partnership with Spencer 
Davis, who, also, had had a major 
fall-out with Blackwell.

The new agency was now 
acquiring artists at a rapid rate. 
These were mainly of all kinds, 
folk, R&B and pop. We signed 
Unit 4 plus Two, Pinkerton’s 
Colours, The Strawbs, Roy 
Harper, Yes, The Nice and others, 
including The Steam Packet, an 
All Star group featuring Long 
John Baldry, Julie Driscoll, and, 
the redoubtable Rod (the Mod) 
Stewart . We had placed Rod as 
an added attraction to Jimmy 
Powell’s band, but had to leave as 
he was drawing a big following 
among the female fans, and 
stealing Jimmy’s thunder. He was 
then, briefly, with The Soul Agents 
band, and then with Long John 
Baldry and the Hoochie Coochie 
Men, this time outshining Baldry 
and, again, had to leave. Now he 

was back again with The Steam 
Packet and Baldry. Those two had 
become a close friends. No hard 
feelings. The brilliant organist, 
Brian Auger, and his group were 
the fourth All Star attraction.

I was branching out now with 
an increase in staff and artists 
and moving into the promotion 
business with tours of the Beach 
Boys, Tom Paxton and The Nice. 
At this point Spencer Davis told 
me he wanted to concentrate on 
his group which was not doing 
well after losing its star, Steve 
Winwood. Steve had formed a 
new group, Traffic. Spencer had 
changed his musical policy, going 
psychedelic and was losing his 
blues audience.

With the loss of Spencer the 
company experienced a cash 
flow problem and I was looking 
for short-term finance. A casual 
encounter with Harold Pendleton 
(Yes, I know!) in a local pub 
resulted in him making me an 
offer to tide the company over 
but he, also, offered a tie-in with 
his Marquee Club which was the 
Number One club in London 
and the offer was too tempting 
to refuse and I accepted. The 
new agency became Marquee-
Martin and quickly we branched 
out with two other subsidiaries, 
Marquee Block, a promotions 
company and Marquee Dolan, a 
management company.

The company was now doing well 
but, as with the Jazz News debacle, 
Pendleton started to interfere. 
(I should have known.) Marquee 
Dolan had been successful in 
raising a big advance from an 
American record company for 
one of its bands and Pendleton 
wanted to appropriate the 
advance for Marquee-Martin. 
Naturally, Mike Dolan felt the 
advance should go into the 
Marquee Dolan bank account. A 
standoff resulted between Dolan 
and Pendleton. Pendleton was 
handling all the bank details, but 
had not specified the signatories. 
This enabled Mike Dolan to legally 
withdraw the money, leave the 
company and retain the advance. 
Pendleton, who had invested a 
modest sum in solving the cash 
flow problem, then placed two 
of his Marquee staff on the M-M 

payroll and then proceeded to 
withdraw his initial investment.

He, also, started to take Mike 
Dolan to court and involved 
me in the court proceedings. I 
wanted nothing to do with this 
latest nasty business and walked 
away. There was no way that I 
could work with Pendleton after 
this. Mike Dolan won his case 
and offered to settle with me 
privately, but not with Pendleton. 
This could not be done, legally. 

Fortunately, an offer came to me 
from nowhere. A film company 
headed by the actor and producer, 
Stanley Baker (Zulu) wanted to 
make a reverse takeover of British 
Lion Films, but was not able to 
do so unless it could prove that it 
was a multi-entertainment set- up. 
Baker’s company wanted to do 
this by promoting a pop festival 
and invited me in as consultant 
and booker. Great Western 
Festival was the name chosen for 
the new company.

We succeeded with the Great 
Western Music Festival in Lincoln 
in 1974 was devastated by severe 
weather conditions, gale force 
winds, but still earned praise 
in the Daily Express as ‘the best 
organized Pop Festival in the 
U.K’. Then, the Government 
approached us, through one of 
our directors, Lord Harlech. 
The Government was trying to 
attract the young people to its 
‘Fanfare for Europe’ campaign 
celebrating the country’s entry 
into the Common Market and 
thought that a series of pop 
concerts might be the answer.

Consequently, I found myself 
promoting a string of nine 
concerts over a two week period 
all over London: The Royal Albert 
Hall, The Royal Festival Hall (two 
shows), The London Palladium, 
The Theatre Royal, Drury Lane 
(two shows) and The Rainbow 
(three shows one of which 
included Eric Clapton’s comeback 
from semi-retirement with an 
All Star band) All were sell-outs. 
Another smaller one-day festival 
at the White City, a Bill Haley and 
the Comets tour plus two shows 
at the Royal Albert Hall with the 
Bert Kaempfert Orchestra and 
a one–off concert with Nancy 

Wilson at the Palladium ended 
Great Western’s involvement 
with the music scene.

Now, Stanley Baker’s company 
could legitimately claim to be a 
multi-entertainment organisation 
and thus enable its take-over of 
British Lion and, subsequently, 
EMI Films. Its aim had been 
achieved. My involvement was no 
longer required. 

Sadly, Stanley was not to see the 
success of the new venture. He 
was diagnosed with terminal 
cancer and died, shortly 
afterwards, but his two fellow 
directors, Michael Deeley and 
Barry Spikings, went on to greater 
things and made the film, The Deer 
Hunter, which won an Oscar.

For a short period, I went into 
consultancy with Phonogram 
Records, promoting their In-
house artists, Thin Lizzy, Vicki 
Leandros, Demis Roussos and 
Vangelis. Very Greek. When the 
Phonogram contract ended, I 
set up a new company, Classic 
Concerts, in collaboration with 
my old colleague Derek Block, 
and started to move into the 
concert field. I negotiated a 
deal with Capital Radio to use 
their name in my promotions. 
A string of highly successful 
shows resulted, again mainly 
pop and folk, but booking 
jazz artists when suitable. So 
concerts featuring Peggy Lee, 
Sarah Vaughan, Nina Simone, 
Buddy Rich, Al Jarreau, The Staple 
Singers, and many others, were 
staged and, when it was suitable, I 
slipped in the odd jazz artist. On 
a Vic Damone concert, I opened 
with Marian Montgomery and I 
managed to get the Morrissey-
Mullen band on an Al Jarreau 
show (the only opening band I 
ever seen get an encore)

The concerts were spread over 
four major venues, the Theatre 
Royal, Drury Lane, The London 
Palladium, The Royal Festival Hall 
and, for the first time ever, the 
Regent Park Open Air Theatre. 
The shows ran over four years and 
were all very successful. So much 
so that, ironically, Capital Radio 
made a decision to promote their 
own concerts, In-house, instead 
of using an outside promoter. Very 
sensible for them, I suppose, and it 
was nice while it lasted.

At this stage, I was contacted 
by Kenny Ball whose band, The 

Jazzmen, were not doing so well 
and needed more work. The band 
had been poorly managed in its 
heyday and hadn’t maximized its 
possibilities. I felt I could help 
and we managed to get the band 
up and running again and had a 
happy and productive association 
for fourteen years.

The same situation arose when 
I was promoting a tour with the 
Jacques Loussier Trio and The 
Swingle Singers (then known 
as Swingle 2) Both groups 
approached me to handle them 
and I agreed. With The Swingle 
2 group there were contractual 
problems. Swingle 2 was a British 
group who were seeking to 
break with the originator of The 
Swingle Singers, Ward Swingle. 
However, Ward Swingle invoked 
his contract and, so, Swingle 2 
were unable to continue.

Jacques Loussier was in the same 
situation as Kenny Ball. Back in the 
60s he had sold millions of records 
but was not doing so well in the 
80s. He was, almost unknown 
in the U.K. I relished the idea of 
representing such a classy artist 
and I mapped out a plan which was 
basically festivals-based and added 
a national tour. I represented 
Jacques for the same 14 years in 
which I represented Kenny, ending 
only in 2000, when I retired. 

At home, I stayed in touch 
with my jazz connections with 
frequent visits to Ronnie Scott’s 
where I saw Ella, Ikarere, Johnny 
Griffin, Roy Hargrove, Art 
Blakey’s Messengers and Anita 
O’Day, At Harri’s, my local Jazz 
Club, in Chertsey, I heard Scott 
Hamilton, Warren Vache, Ken 
Peplowski, Dan Barrett, and many 
others. At Pizza on the Park and 
Pizza Express in Soho, I topped 
up with a selection of the best 
talent on offer.

Whenever, I travelled, my first 
destination, after doing business, 
would always be the nearest jazz 
club or concert. When I was in 
San Francisco, Ahmad Jamal was 
playing Symphony Hall, In Chicago 
I caught Von Freeman at The Back 
Room, in the Blue Note in Paris 
I listened to Dexter Gordon. 
In New York, at the Bluenote, I 
heard The Modern Jazz Quartet 
and Nancy Wilson. I was lucky, 
also, to be, in New York and catch 
The World’s Greatest Jazz band 
(Yank Lawson and the old Bob 
Crosby band ) at The Rainbow 

Room. At The Village Vanguard, I 
heard the Thad Jones/Mel Lewis 
Big Band, in great form, Art 
Pepper, a revelation, and, veteran 
Willie ‘the Lion’ Smith. Featured, 
for one night only, at The Copper 
Rail was Lionel Hampton’s Big 
Band and at the Copacabana 
Club, the Woody Herman Herd 
was opening for Dionne Warwick

At the newly located Birdland Club 
I enjoyed its eponymous Big Band 
and, later, a great set from the John 
Pizzarelli group. At Eddie Condon’s 
Club I shared a few drinks with 
Ruby Braff and Jimmy Rushing 
while giants like Roy Eldridge, 
Ralph Sutton and Pee Wee Russell 
mixed with the customers. 

But the greatest thrill of all 
was to see the legendary Jabbo 
Smith at The Village Gate and 
Freddie Moore at Arthurs Pub. 
Jabbo Smith had been Louis’s 
greatest rival in New Orleans 
in the 1920’s and had vanished 
into obscurity. No-one was sure 
if he was still alive. Yet here he 
was sitting right in front of me, 
still playing trumpet with that 
glorious big tone in a show called 
One Mo’ Time. 

Graham Stewart, the British 
trombonist and expat, took me 
to see Freddie Moore at Arthurs 
– Freddie Moore! Freddie had 
been a drummer with King 
Oliver’s band in the 20’s. For 
Heaven’s sake! I couldn’t believe 
that someone, who was with 
King Oliver, was still around in 
the 70’s, but there he was, very 
old but still vigorous, keeping the 
New Orleans drumming style 
alive. I was stunned. It was as 
though two legendary ghosts had 
stepped out of their graves and 
continued playing. Astonishing!

I was travelling a lot now. I 
had found that in Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia, there was a great 

love of jazz and I began to do 
business with the State agencies 
in both countries. I was able to 
take Stephane Grappelli,, The 
Great Guitars (Kessel, Byrd and 
Ellis) and Buddy Rich and Kenny 
Ball to Czechoslovakia.

I ended my active career with a 
flurry of tours, three with Ball 
and Bilk and guest stars, Lyttelton, 
The Best of British group and 
Lonnie Donegan, a German tour 
for Abdullah Ibrahim and, finally, 
a run of Festival dates with the 
Loussier Trio. 

I had no regrets about retiring. 
The business had become a 
nastier place with the entry of 
young, ruthless and mercenary 
agents with little or no interest 
in the music. I was lucky to have 
worked in the nicer part of it, the 
jazz fraternity. 

During this time I was also able to 
keep up with the trends through 
record reviewing. Jim Simpson, of 
Jazz Rag, rang me one day, out of 
the blue, enquiring, ‘Are you still 
listening to jazz?’. I said that I was, 
and he asked me if I would be 
willing to take on a reviewing job 
which I was happy to do.

The changes I’ve seen are 
enormous.

When I started collecting 
records, the British record 
companies, grudgingly, released 
one 78 rpm jazz per month. 
Those were shellac discs and 
easily broken. The record 
companies deducted 10% from 
the artists’ royalties to cover 
breakage, a practice they still 
tried to impose long after the 
introduction of long playing 
records and CDs where breakage 
was highly unlikely.

Now we are awash with jazz 
records. Why? Well, a large 
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John Billett’s programme for 
Autumn Jazz at Piano Smithfield 
on Thursday evenings is 
ambitious, to say the least, and 
wonderfully varied. Polly Gibbons 
and Ross Stanley kick things off 
on October 6, followed by the 
Alan Barnes Quartet (13), Liane 
Carroll solo (20) and Dave and 
Judith O’Higgins (27). In between 
these there are two nights of 
Three’s Company (Claire Martin, 
Nikki Iles, Dave Green) on 
October 14 and 15. November 
sees a Miles tribute with Chris 
Ingham (10), Geoff Gascoyne 
Group (17) and the Clark Tracey 
Quintet reprising his father’s 
A Child’s Christmas in Wales and 
Under Milk Wood.

Many people, however, will be 
looking forward particularly to 
Mark Nightingale and Callum 
Au’s re-creation on October 3 of 
JJ Johnson and Kai Winding’s Jay 
and Kai Quintet which for nearly 
three decades and something 
like a dozen albums from the 
mid-1950s to Winding’s death set 
the bar high for two-trombone 
combos. With an all-star rhythm 
section of Graham Harvey, Alec 
Dankworth and Clark Tracey, 
Mark and Callum revive the 
music of Jay and Kai.

So it was time to have a word 
with Mark Nightingale about 
Piano Smithfield, Callum Au, Jay 
and Kai and anything else that 
came to mind…

‘This will be my first visit to Piano 
Smithfield. I know relatively little 
about it other than the fact that 
it began life purely as a piano bar 
but has in recent years widened 
its musical output to include small 
ensembles in various styles. I have 
also heard talk that it is a classy 
venue in a good location. 

‘I have fronted various versions 
of my band, “The Sound of J & K” 
over the years featuring a host of 
different players. When I started 
to learn the trombone my Dad 
bought various trombone records 
and amongst them were some by 
Kai Winding and JJ Johnson. Apart 
from the tremendous playing, I 
found the arranged quality of the 
music and overall happy vibe very 
appealing and it was so unusual to 
be able to listen to a band with 

a two trombone front line. Since 
my days in NYJO where I formed 
and led Bonestructure (a band 
featuring five trombones and four 
rhythm) I have always enjoyed 
putting together multi-trombone 
ensembles. The instrument is 
perfectly suited to such gatherings 
due to its range and timbre. I 
have recorded with as many as 
twenty one trombones over 
in Rotterdam, but obviously a 
quintet featuring just two gives 
the widest possible scope for 
improvising space.

 ‘I first met Callum when he 
was a young teenager wanting 
a lesson in the gap between a 
rehearsal and gig I had at Wigan 
Pier. He was already talented 
then, but has blossomed into not 
only one of our very best jazz 
trombonists but also a uniquely 
and staggering gifted composer/
arranger. I get to work with him 
in various settings these days and 
it’s always most enjoyable. 

‘I think Callum and I both 
come from a similar school of 
trombone playing, certainly in 
terms of improvisation. Despite 
liking many of the same players, 
however, we have both been 
lucky enough to find our own 
distinctive voice as improvisers. 
We don’t try to imitate Kai and JJ, 
but rather to respect the essence 
of their concept and to put our 
own stamp on it.’ 

Students of the careers of both 
Mark and Callum will have 
noticed that they are much in 
demand as composer/arrangers. 
How do you two activities 
(playing and writing) compare?

‘I have always found writing music 
to be a solitary experience with 
the final “pay off” (of hearing 
the piece played) coming a long 
time later. Playing is a much more 
immediate experience where you 
get feedback from the audience 
as it happens. That combined 
with the instantaneous nature 
of improvising and reacting to 
the musicians around you makes 
playing in a jazz group like this 
perhaps the most connected you 
can be to an audience.’ 

It’s more than surprising to think 
that Mark has chalked up well 

over 30 years in the business. 
What changes has he seen?

‘When I started off in the business 
I was playing a mixture of gigs 
with various sized jazz ensembles 
including everything from quartets 
to big bands, doing commercial 
recording sessions in many 
different musical styles from pop 
to orchestral, and composing and 
arranging music mainly for brass. 
These days I still have a lovely 
mixture of those things, although 
I do fewer miles touring the 
country than I used to, but I am 
called upon to play a good deal 
more things like orchestral film 
scores. I still write a lot, nowadays 
for all sorts of line-ups. 

‘I used to love listening to great 
players, maybe in a quartet or 
quintet setting, playing standards. 
You could go to Ronnie’s or 
sometimes your local jazz 
club and hear the icons of jazz 
stretching out on sequences 
you knew, enabling you to fully 
appreciate and learn from what 
they were doing. There were gigs 
up and down the country where 
this also happened with local 
players or pro bands touring 
- and swing was the mainstay 
default feel. 

‘These days there are fewer gigs 
like that happening and much 
more jazz based on fairly static 
chord sequences. I miss the 
standard-type sequences and the 
uplifting swing - perhaps I’m an 
incurable bebopper! 

‘In addition, venues and festivals 
nowadays love a themed project, 
but don’t want it more than once. 
One has to constantly reinvent 
oneself to be considered. I 
sometimes wonder how the 
Count Basie band would have 
fared in today’s environment - 
can you imagine the promoter 
saying, “I’m sorry, Mr Basie, but 
we had your band last year. If 
you want to come back you’ll 
have to compose a tribute to 
x or y.” I guess it may be down 
to jazz audiences being less 
numerous these days, but even 
so, in my book great playing is 
great playing and worth listening 
to multiple times! Furthermore, 
with the nature of improvisation 
even a performance of the exact 

same tunes will be a completely 
different creative experience. 

‘As a musician I’ve certainly 
listened and read a lot more, and 
maybe learnt a few new things 
along the way that make me a 
more mature musician. Conversely 
I don’t have the ridiculously 
strong chops of a young player 
fresh out of college. You could say 
I’ve reached that perfect balance 
between pathetic inexperience and 
doddering senility!’

So what next?

‘John Billett has asked me to write 
a pad of arrangements for sextet 
featuring some of his all time 
favourite jazz tunes that we will 
be premiering at the Pizza Express 
Dean Street early next year. I 
have recently been computerising, 
reconstructing and ratifying the 
Tubby Hayes big band pad for 
Simon Spillett. I have a nice couple 
of gigs with Elaine Delmar and 
my own big band coming up at 
the Pizza Express Holborn on 
November 20th as part of the 
London Jazz Festival. We also 
have a couple of gigs coming up 
with Rory Ingham’s Trombone 
Assembly (five trombones and 
three rhythm) for which I’ve been 
busy composing and arranging.’

A nice mix in anybody’s book! 

www.pianosmithfield.com 
www.mark-nightingale.co.uk 
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number of those are records 
have been re-issued many, many 
times on LP and CD and, now, 
cost almost nothing to produce 
so large profits are the reason.

When I became interested in jazz, 
bop or bebop, as it was first called, 
was just making its presence 
felt with its quirky chords and 
breakneck rhythms. Exciting times, 
but not, universally, well received. 
There was a strong hostility from 
many quarters to the new form. 
At that time I was a dyed-in-the 
wool New Orleans fan and, only 
by steeping myself constantly in 
Charlie Parker’s outpourings, did 
I finally see the light. Jazz really 
needed that energy in the 50’s. It 
was becoming very mundane and 
commercialized.

Here in the U.K. the phony wars 
of the 50’s between the Traddies 
and the Mods was found to be 
just stupid and childishly tribal 
as more and more fans opened 
their ears to other styles. What 
is somewhat annoying was that 
all sorts of unclassifiable music 
began to be lumped into the jazz 
category, although the discovery 
of ‘world’ music, as a category, 
helped to correct that practice.

Also in the late 50’s, early 60’s 
came the ‘return’ of Mainstream, 
the music from the period that 
spawned Lester, The Hawk, 
Hines, Hackett, Clayton, Eldridge 
and others. Actually the music 
had never been away but, now, 
new names were arriving, Scott 
Hamilton, Ruby Braff, Ken 
Peplowski, Kenny Davern and 
others.

I feel that, somewhere in the 
70’s, jazz splintered. It went in all 
directions. Musicians seemed to 

be competing to make it more 
inaccessible. Everything had to be 
‘the new thing’. Experimentation 
and waywardness became the 
Holy Grail. The Duke’s basic 
definition of ‘It don’t mean a thing 
if it ain’t got that Swing’ was no 
longer the goal. Along came avant 
garde jazz, free jazz, jazz funk, jazz 
fusion, etc, etc, etc. - some of it 
unrecognizable as jazz.

One welcome innovation was the 
Modern Jazz Quartet’s successful 
marriage of jazz with the 
music of the European classical 
tradition, and the emergence of 
Chamber Jazz, in general, which 
was a delight (for me, at least).  

The biggest change of all 
has been the overdue rise in 
musicians’ fees from mere 
pittances to realistic levels, in 
line with their talent. We have to 
thank Norman Granz for that.

And things are still moving 
forward. Young musicians are 
still being discovered. I am 
particularly intrigued by the 
new boy genius, Jacob Collier 
and his experiments with new 
technology. Astonishing and 
genuine improviser. 

One last plea. Isn’t it time that 
the talent of Ronnie Ross was 
appreciated? Ronnie was one 
of the finest musicians that this 
country has ever produced 
and is the only British musician 
ever to win a Downbeat poll (to 
my knowledge). Yet, now, he is 
almost a forgotten man. Tubby 
and Joe Harriott have had their 
due share of acclaim. Now I 
think Ronnie’s name should be 
in the same company.

MARK AND CALLUM AT PIANO SMITHFIELD
RON SIMPSON asks the questions.

Jacques Loussier

JOHN MARTIN’S CAREER
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DIXIELAND – WHAT’S IN A NAME?DIXIELAND – WHAT’S IN A NAME?

DIXIELAND – WHAT’S IN A NAME? Joan Chamorro

A simplified history of jazz will 
often state that jazz started 
with Dixieland which was 
particularly popular in the 
1920s, leading to swing of the 
‘30s, bebop in the ‘40s, and all of 
the styles that followed. At the 
same time, a large percentage 
of the musicians who have 
played Dixieland during the 
past 80 years have denied 
that that is the right name for 
their music. It is ironic that 
the joyous music’s place in jazz 
history is misunderstood, and 
that apparently no one plays it 
despite its popularity!

One can understand some 
of the objections. The word 
‘Dixieland’ originally applied to 
the Southern United States, the 
Confederate states for which 
the song Dixie was a rallying 
cry in their battle to preserve 
slavery. By the time Dixieland 
was being applied to music, the 
name was originally applied to 
the music because it originated 
in the South.

Other objections were due to 
the fact that so many amateur 
musicians in the 1940s and ‘50s 

played cliché-filled versions 
of the music, often wearing 
cornball outfits that allegedly 
depicted the 1890s and being 
open to the exploitation of 
record labels that were quick 
to jump onto the fad; ragtime 
suffered the same fate during the 
era as it was often performed by 
‘honky tonk’ pianists who lacked 
the slightest bit of subtlety. Turk 
Murphy called his freewheeling 
music ‘Traditional Jazz’. Eddie 
Condon, who did so much to 
solidify the Dixieland form, 
disliked the term and jokingly 
sometimes called his music (due 
to the years when he led the 
house band at Nick’s in New 
York) ‘Nicksieland’. Others in 
more recent years have called 
their music ‘New Orleans jazz’, 
‘Chicago jazz’, ‘San Francisco 
jazz’, ‘Trad’, ‘Early jazz’, ‘1920s 
jazz’, or ‘Classic jazz’. All of 
those terms are accurate in 
their own way, but doesn’t 
anyone play Dixieland?

We all know what classic 
Dixieland sounds like. Typically 
a Dixieland band consists of a 
trumpet (or cornet), trombone, 

clarinet, occasionally a tenor-
sax, piano, guitar or banjo, string 
bass or tuba, and drums. While 
written-out music might be 
initially used to make sure the 
musicians know the melody and 
the chord changes, Dixieland is 
largely played by ear with the 
trumpet handling the melody, 
the trombone contributing 
percussive harmonies, and 
the clarinet improvising 
countermelodies. The typical 
framework consists of one or 
two jammed ensembles, solos 
(often in the order of clarinet, 
trombone, trumpet, piano and 
maybe banjo), two or three 
closing ensembles (with each 
of the horns holding a note 
that launches the final chorus), 
a four-bar drum break, and 
the ensemble playing a final 
four bars. There are many 
variations to the format (and 
occasional individual features), 
but that is the general way 
that one expects Dixieland to 
sound. Because the harmonies 
and chord changes are much 
simpler than in bebop (and 
diminished chords are absent), 
the result is a particularly happy 
brand of music. Even the ballads 
and minor-chord songs tend to 
be exhilarating.

When did it originate? Because 
jazz was not recorded before 
1917, no one really knows 
for sure other than that New 
Orleans was the early centre 
of the new music. The Original 
Dixieland Jazz Band, one of 
the very few groups to use 
the word ‘Dixieland’ in their 
name prior to 1926, exclusively 
played ensembles and despite 
their name (which applied 
most of all to their southern 
roots) did not really play in the 
Dixieland framework. However 
the ODJB did introduce a large 
number of songs that became 
part of the classic Dixieland 
repertoire including Tiger Rag, 
Original Dixieland One-Step, At The 
Darktown Strutters Ball, Indiana, 
At The Jazz Band Ball, Sensation, 
Fidgety Feet, Jazz Me Blues and 
Royal Garden Blues.

The concept of Dixieland with 
its jammed ensembles, hot 
solos, and stirring endings was 
part of the music of the 1920s 

but its format was not set 
yet. One could consider the 
New Orleans Rhythm Kings of 
1922-24 (which also introduced 
some songs that became part of 
the Dixieland top 30 including 
Farewell Blues, Panama, That’s 
A Plenty and Tin Roof Blues) 
balanced ensembles with solos 
and could be considered early 
Dixieland. There were also 
many other small combos of 
the era that it into the genre, 
most notably the Bix and his 
Gang sides led by cornetist Bix 
Beiderbecke. But the music of 
the 1920s also included dance 
bands, early swing orchestras 
(ironically Fletcher Henderson’s 
big band on 1927’s Fidgety Feet 
seems to have been the first to 
conclude a song with a four-
bar drum break and a quick 
ensemble), classic blues singers, 
solo pianists, and adventurous 
explorations. One can debate 
whether this or that group (such 
as Louis Armstrong’s Hot Five 
or Jelly Roll Morton) was playing 
Dixieland, New Orleans jazz, 
early swing, or music that was 
too personal to be categorized 
at all. The only thing that is clear 
is that the Dixieland concept 
was an ingredient in the music 
of the era.

So when did Dixieland actually 
become a separate style? The 
answer is the 1930s, after the 
onset of the Depression and 
around the time that Benny 
Goodman launched the Swing 
era. The music, in addition to its 
New Orleans foundation, had 
its roots in the playing of the 
Austin High Gang in Chicago 
of the ‘20s. The four selections 
recorded by the group under 
the name of McKenzie-Condon 
Chicagoans in December 1927 
(which featured cornetist Jimmy 
McPartland and introduced 
clarinetist Frank Teschemacher, 
tenor-saxophonist Bud Freeman, 
pianist Joe Sullivan, and Eddie 
Condon on banjo in addition 
to bassist Jim Lanigan and 
Gene Krupa) on such numbers 
as China Boy and Nobody’s 
Sweetheart gave a glimpse of 
what was to come.

Eddie Condon (1905-73), who 
soon switched to acoustic guitar, 
did not like to solo, wrote only 

a few songs and, other than a 
few early vocals (including for 
a film short with Red Nichols), 
was never in the spotlight during 
performances. His skills were in 
other areas. He was expert at 
counting off the perfect tempo 
for each song, was a colourful 
and effective wisecracking leader, 
he put together remarkable 
all-star bands for decades, and 
managed to feature all of his 
sidemen in favourable settings. 
In addition, he was among those 
who helped to solidify Dixieland 
in the 1930s and popularize 
it (although without using the 
Dixieland name) in the ‘40s.

Condon was not alone in 
constructing an alternative 
music to big band swing 
that celebrated the more 
freewheeling music of the 
1920s and the legacy of Louis 
Armstrong, Bix Beiderbecke, 
Jelly Roll Morton and King 
Oliver. In the 1930s there were 
Muggsy Spanier, Wingy Manone, 
Jack Teagarden, the musicians in 
Bob Crosby’s Bobcats, Sidney 
Bechet and, in the early 1940s, 
Lu Watters’ Yerba Buena Jazz 
Band among quite a few others. 
But the very high quality of 
Eddie Condon’s sidemen (which 
included Bud Freeman, Wild 
Bill Davison, Edmond Hall, Max 
Kaminsky and so many others), 

their enthusiasm at playing 
Dixieland, and the formats that 
they used set the standard for 
the music during the decades 
that followed.

The Dixieland revival of the 
1940s (which included the New 
Orleans jazz band of Kid Ory, Lu 
Watters and Turk Murphy with 
their brand of San Francisco jazz, 
the discovery of Bunk Johnson, 
and the formation of the Louis 
Armstrong All-Stars) and its 
many variants grew steadily 
in popularity throughout the 
1940s and the first half of the 
‘50s. It was more spontaneous 
and freewheeling than the big 
swing bands, simpler and much 
more accessible than bebop, and 
one did not have to be a jazz 
aficionado in order to enjoy it. 
It also served as an alternative 
music for swing greats to play 
who did not want to explore 
bebop or rhythm & blues. 
Whether it was New Orleans 
clarinetist George Lewis, the 
Dukes Of Dixieland, clarinetist 
Pete Fountain or trumpeter Al 
Hirt (the latter two became 
household names by the late 
1950s), Dixieland (or whatever 
it was called) was the most 
popular jazz style in the 1950s, 
even as it was gradually running 
out of creativity and becoming 
predictable.

Dixieland was having its 
problems by the latter half 
of the 1950s. The music was 
so accessible and successful 
as party music that often its 
audiences were full of loud 
drunks who wanted to hear 
multiple versions of the obvious 
songs including When The 
Saints Go Marching In. Because 
it is relatively easy to play, 
many amateurs and part-time 
musicians formed bands and 
did little but stick to the set 
formulas. Very few African-
Americans (except for some of 
the veterans and survivors of 
earlier eras) played Dixieland 
so it became known as a white 
form of predictable music. And 
with the record labels turning it 
into a bit of a fad, many fans in 
the United States became tired 
of the style.

The United Kingdom had their 
own Dixieland boom (calling the 
music ‘Trad’) a decade later than 
the U.S. with its prime being 
roughly 1955-65. Due to their 
hit records and exciting brand of 
the music, Chris Barber, Kenny 
Ball and Acker Bilk became 
household names. However the 
rise of the Beatles and rock 
eventually pushed Trad back into 
being underground music.

Despite being overshadowed 
by other types of music and 
suffering through amateurism 
and being stereotyped, Dixieland 
has survived. Classic jazz 
festivals and jazz parties have 

helped, along with a renewed 
outburst of creativity, often from 
European bands. Rather than 
just play the usual tunes in the 
usual way, many of the trad jazz 
musicians of the past 30 years 
have revived obscure songs 
from the 1920s, created their 
own approach to playing classic 
jazz, developed new voices 
within the idiom, and added 
‘the sound of surprise’ (to use 
Whitney Balliett’s famous term) 
to the much maligned style. 
Following Wynton Marsalis’ lead, 
even some African-American 
musicians (most notably 
clarinetist Dr. Michael White) 
have become part of the classic 
jazz movement.

Dixieland is very much alive 
today even if it is rarely part of 
major jazz festivals or mentioned 
in most jazz magazines. But, to 
play it safe, don’t call it that in 
front of its musicians!

Scott Yanow, who has always 
loved Dixieland, no matter 
what it is called (the first 
album he owned was called 
The Best Of Al Hirt and 
Pete Fountain), recently 
published his 12th book, 
Life Through The Eyes Of 
A Jazz Journalist (available 
from Amazon). He can be 
reached for liner notes, bios, 
press releases and other 
interesting assignments at 
scottyanowjazz@yahoo.com.

SCOTT YANOW investigates a form of jazz too little heard these days.

Bix Beiderbecke

Muggsy Spanier

Eddie Condon
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Here in the UK we are not as 
much up with Scandinavian 
jazz as we should be. I’ve 
been looking at your (very 
crowded) datesheet. Could 
you tell me what are 
Herborg Krakevik and A 
Tonic for The Troops? Are 
your concerts with Silje 
Nergaard just as a duo? 
Herborg Kråkevik is a Norwegian 
singer and actress. She’s famous 
in Norway, but I don’t think she 
does any touring internationally. 
I started working with her a 
couple of years ago and will 
join her for a Christmas tour 
together with the Eick brothers, 
Mathias and Johannes. A Tonic for 
The Troops is a new band led by 
bass player Ellen Brekken who is 
known for her collaboration with 
Hedvig Mollestad, Falkevik, and 
a vast number of other projects. 
I think The Troops will get more 
international attention and touring 
shortly. It’s a good quartet!

My collaboration with Silje is as 
a duo, and as I’m writing this I’m 
on the plane heading home after 
finishing a beautiful tour in the 
Netherlands together with her. 
Six concerts and twelve standing 
ovations, which felt rewarding 
after postponing the tour three 
times during the pandemic.

 

Though I don’t understand 
all the items it looks as 
though you enjoy working in 
many different styles. Is this 
true? 
Yes, and I think it sums up my 
musicianship as a whole. I don’t 
limit myself to a certain genre 
or style, and I always try to 
contribute as best as I can, no 
matter if the music is simple 
or complex. My own projects 
are also quite different, and my 
solo project nonetheless. I enjoy 
playing all kinds of music, and I 
think there is always something 
to learn. With Silje I’m playing her 
songs, and many of them belong 
in the pop genre. Still, I find it 
very interesting to contribute 
with the right amount of 
personalization and variation, to 
keep the music sound fresh and 
interesting, but also retaining the 
core of the song.

The Trondheim concert 
you said was the first fully 
improvised concert you did. 
What kind of preparation 
did you do? 
There’s two perspectives on 
this. Firstly, I have prepared as 
long as I have improvised music, 
which is basically my whole 
life. My parents claim I started 
playing the piano before I could 
even walk, and I spent countless 
of hours improvising and 

composing during my childhood, 
not receiving any formal music 
education until I was 16.

This solo project, however, came 
to life about twenty years ago. 
I was around 20 at that time, 
and my dad purchased a new 
grand piano at our house in 
Hamar where I grew up, but 
unfortunately I had just moved 
out and started studying jazz in 
Trondheim 400 kilometers away. 
When visiting my parents I spent 
a lot of time by the piano, and 
also recording many hours of 
improvised music. Since the piano 
was in mint condition I really fell 
in love with the sound of it. It 
brought me back to my childhood 
when I started playing the piano in 
the first place, just experimenting 
with sounds and chords, listening 
to the strings resonating and the 
overtones singing.

At this time I was also really into 
Keith Jarrett’s Köln Concert, so I 
obviously did some comparisons 
to my own free improvs. 
Listening back to the recordings 
I could feel that I struggled to 
express what I had in mind, and 
that it affected the flow of the 
music. At that point I decided 
that this was something I wanted 
to pursue, because I could also 
hear a huge potential. It felt 
like I scratched the surface of a 
vast resource to music that was 
emotionally striking, but also a 
bit out of reach. It would take 15 
years until I had the experience, 
abilities and courage needed to 
do a live-recording of a freely 
improvised concert, and now 
I have just started what might 
become the most important part 
of my musical career.

It strikes me that there are 
plenty of good melodies here 
(especially the delightful 
encore). Were these in your 
head before the concert? 
The most challenging part of 
doing this concert - not counting 
all the years of research and 
rehearsing - was actually to 
prevent myself from planning how 
to start and how to develop the 
concert. I wanted to stay true to 
the moment, letting go of control 
and trusting my intuition, to keep 
the highest level of spontaneity in 
the music. That’s why I dedicated 
myself to this idea. Nothing was 
planned, and it’s all evolving on 
the fly: The creation of the music 
is based on a reaction to what 
I have played. I keep collecting 
themes, progressions and moods 
underway, which I then can 
re-introduce at a later point to 
create a stronger sense of logic.

ESPEN – SOLO AND IMPROVISED

ESPEN – SOLO AND IMPROVISED
Espen Berg’s latest CD of his Trondheim concert consists solely of improvisation – 
which seemed a good enough reason to ask him about his approach to jazz.

Again it seems to me that 
many of the pieces follow a 
trajectory that builds to a 
climax, then relaxes. Have I 
got this right? 
Yes, and it’s actually quite 
uninventive and a traditional 
way of doing it, and basically 
similar to a lot of western 
music in general. Even though 
the music is freely improvised 
it’s still built on common 
musical elements. I think that is 
what differentiates this project 
from other improv-based 
projects and what also creates 
a different level of complexity. 
When I allow myself to 
establish core musical elements 
such as a key, time signature, 
progressions, motifs, rhythms 
and polyrhythms, I also have 
to comply with all the rules 
and expectations that come 
with it in order to build long, 
logical passages of music. That’s 
the theory for now, at least. 
The music is still free to go 
wherever it wants, but I work 
inside a framework where I feel 
that the music keeps inspiring 
me at the most profound level.

Why did you number the 
pieces 1-10? I found some 
difficulty deciding when one 
piece finished - there was not 
always applause. 
The numbering is based on 
where I end a theme, and starts 
a new one. They all connect, as 
I mentioned earlier, but not all 
of them end in a way that the 
audience feel obliged to clap. 
They were also afraid to affect 
the recording, as it was already 
announced as a live- recording. I 
don’t think I have ever heard - or 
not heard - such a silent audience 
anywhere. Only the Japanese 
audience comes close. Some 
of the listeners were actually a 
bit nervous of this, and I didn’t 
realize this before I talked to 
them afterwards. It struck me 
that they were actually more 
tense than I was. I learned a 
lot from this concert, and will 
definitely try other variations of 
it next time I play like this. Both 
practical, but also musically.

Why did you choose 
Trondheim for this concert? 
I have lived in Trondheim for the 
past 20 years. It’s a beautiful city 
with the perfect size, and close 

to nature. I started studying jazz 
at Trondheim’s university, NTNU 
in 2002, and a few years later I 
got a family with two kids now 
in elementary school. There’s a 
nice jazz scene in Trondheim, with 
the constant flow of talented 
students keeping it fresh and 
vibrant. Out of all venues I have 
visited Dokkhuset has become 
the place where I have played the 
most. I really loved their Steinway 
when it was brand new back in 
2006, and I still like it a lot even 
though it’s kind of audible that it 
has been through thousands of 
concerts. I have worked closely 
with the team at Dokkhuset 
for many years, and I thought it 
would be the perfect spot for 
doing this concert.

Have you repeated 
this concert? If so, how 
similar were the later 
performances? 
I will play two more concerts 
this fall, and even more next 
spring. All of these concerts will 
be based on the same concept, 
and I’m really looking forward 
to do this again! I’ll do my best 
to create unique concerts, but 
from an outsider’s point of view 

they might sound similar - or at 
least connected in some ways. I 
think it depends on how well you 
know my music, and the solo jazz 
piano catalogue in general.

What plans do you have for 
future work? Any UK tours 
planned? 
In January I’m recording a 
commissioned work, which 
premiered earlier this year. It 
is music written for a sextet 
consisting of great musicians, but 
with very different backgrounds. I 
also hope that I’m able to release 
my album with the Trondheim 
Jazz Orchestra in 2023, which 
was recorded in May 2021. Both 
of these albums will be of huge 
importance to me, showing that 
I’m able to write for and work 
with large ensembles too. I have 
mostly released music spanning 
from solo to quintet up until now.

Next year I will finalize music for 
the fifth Espen Berg Trio album, 
and we will continue touring in 
Europe and Asia. We recently 
played a concert at PizzaExpress 
in Soho, and I hope to be back in 
the UK with the trio next year!

ESPEN – SOLO AND IMPROVISED
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Claude Thornhill Orchestra, c. 1955

BIRMINGHAM, SANDWELL AND WESTSIDE JAZZ FESTIVAL JULY 15-24BIRMINGHAM, SANDWELL AND WESTSIDE JAZZ FESTIVAL JULY 15-24

BIRMINGHAM, SANDWELL AND  
WESTSIDE JAZZ FESTIVAL JULY 15-24

The 38th annual Birmingham, Sandwell and Westside Jazz Festival delivered 10 days of live jazz, blues, swing, big band, Dixieland, bebop, lounge, rhythm and blues, New Orleans, jug, barbershop and boogie as well as workshops in jitterbug, photography, ukulele, blues harmonica and cigar box guitar.

YOU’RE NEVER ALONE WITH A UKE - UKULELE 

CLASSES FOR BEGINNERS AND IMPROVERS.

The 91 venues included parks, libraries,  

hotels, restaurants, cafes, bars., shopping 

centres, streets, squares, museums, art galleries, 

gardens, clubs, stores, railway station, radio 

station, shops, steam train and the metro tram 

to Wolverhampton and back.

195 performances, 188 of them free admission,  
in 91 venues to an audience of 69,985.

Bruce Adams

Val Wiseman

Roy Forbes

Alan Barnes

Florence Joelle

Art Themen

You’re Never Alone 
With A Uke
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What is the history of the 
parts? How did they come 
to you? 
The arrangements have an 
interesting history, let’s say! 
When I was researching my book 
on Tubby I was given all sorts 
of things from old tape reels 
to saxophone mouthpieces to 
music. Some of the musicians 
who played with Tubby - people 
like Ian Hamer, who was Tubby’s 
lead trumpet of choice in most 
of his big bands - and Johnny 
Patrick gave me copies of Tubby’s 
charts. Other stuff came out 
the woodwork too, and there 
were several generous souls who 
gave me copies of transcriptions 
of several arrangements. The 
provenance is very varied, as 
indeed was the copying and 
quality of the manuscripts. I 
ended up with something like 
75 or so charts, many of them 
of pieces not included on 
Tubby’s commercially available 
records; this was stuff done on 
gigs and broadcasts. Finally Mar 
k Nightingale - who’s in the 
band and is the absolute go-to 
guy for anything concerning 
big band writing - meticulously 
recopied all the charts we use 
on gigs, giving us a beautifully 
documented, highly readable ‘pad’.

Who did you come in 
contact with who played in 
the Tubby Hayes Big Band/
could give you first-hand 
experience of what the band 
was like? 
I’ve known and gigged with many 
of those who played in Tubby’s 
original band - Bobby Wellins, 
Peter King, Ian Hamer, Allan 
Ganley, Alan Skidmore, Spike 
Wells, Ron Mathewson - and they 

all said the same thing: Tubby’s 
big band gigs were an event in 
which everyone pulled out all the 
stops. The guys in my band really 
work in the same spirit. It’s a real 
jazz orchestra not just another 
jobbing big band. In that way it 
echoes Tubby’s. In some ways it’s 
quite unique these days.

What prompted you 
to put together a 
performance? (Was it just 
one initially?) Did you find 
the bandmembers easy 
to assemble, eager for the 
opportunity? 
I’d been sitting on all these charts 
for years, occasionally doing a 
guest spot with various big bands 
up and down the country playing 
a few of them or once in a while 
doing a ‘Tubby night’ with the 
Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Orchestra at 
the club, but the real spark behind 
putting my own band together 
was a post I put out on Facebook 
in summer 2019 asking if anyone 
would like to play this material 
with me. The response was 
astonishing. Then a great jazz fan I 
know, Peter Playdon, asked if the 
band would play his 50th birthday 
party in, of all places, Atherstone. 
That was February 2020, just 
before lockdown. We did and 
it was jam packed! Tubby’s big 
band made its debut in the back 
room of a pub in May 1963 (The 
Bulls Head in Fishbourne, near 
Chichester) and we made ours on 
a marquee in the back garden of 
a pub in the Midlands. Clearly we 
were onto something...

Choosing who to have in the 
band was easy; I asked those 
whose playing I love and who I 
get on well with off the stand 

too, that last quality was a must 
as far as I was concerned. It’s a 
band very much built from the 
connections I’ve made over the 
years. And it really is ‘all star’ if 
you want to resort to that cliche. 
I think there around a dozen 
bandleaders in their own right 
in the band. Yet there are no 
silly egos: we’re all there to play 
Tubby’s music and right from the 
word go everyone got a huge 
kick out of making things happen 
and playing charts that combine 
rarity with quality. There’s a 
tremendous spirit in the band. 
Nobody coasts.

Just think of who is in it - Pete 
Cater, Alan Barnes, Mark 
Nightingale, Alex Garnett, Alec 
Dankworth, Mark Armstrong, 
Pete Long, you name them - 
they’re all outstanding individual 
jazz musicians and they give 100% 
on the stand.

How many concerts have you 
played now? Which ones are 
particularly memorable? 
Work followed by word of 
mouth after that, the pandemic 
intervening, of course, but since 
then we’ve played the 100 Club 
and festivals across the country - 
Herts, Swansea, Wigan, Swanage 
- with more coming up this 
autumn (Scarborough, Southend, 
the EFG London Jazz Festival). 
It’s building all the time and the 
reaction to the band has been 
quite something. I should have 
started it years ago!

The 100 Club gig last October 
was a real stand out for us. It 
had been postponed a few times 
to the extent where I thought it 
might never happen. But when it 
did it was like an explosion! The 
club was packed and everyone - 
audience and band alike - created 
an atmosphere I’ve rarely ever 
felt on a gig. It was astonishing. 
Pretty much everything that 
followed came from that energy 
on that gig. It felt like we tapped 
into something that people really 
wanted. It was electric, that night.

What’s lined up now, 
concerts and recording? 
We have an album planned for 
next year, concentrating on 
material Tubby never got the 
chance to issue on record and I 
hope that we’ll get a chance for 
some mainstream TV exposure 
too. I honestly believe this band 
could hold anyone’s attention 
anywhere and that definitely 
includes audiences ranging from 
those at clubs like Ronnie’s or 
festivals or even the crowd at 
a Proms concert. That’s what I 
want to work towards, that level 
- bringing hard swinging classic 
British jazz to people who don’t 
even know it exists. It’s essentially 
what Tubby fought for too and 
I look at my band as standard 
bearers for that cause. This is 
passionate, driven music and 
consequently I feel passion and 
drive in getting it out there. It 
means the world to me.
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For a start The Hot House 
Combo is not a Charlie Parker 
tribute band. It evolved from 
the Hot House Four, so named 
because at the time all four 
members shared a house and 
the music was…well, hot. Based 
in Devon, they keep up a taxing 
schedule of busking and formal 
gigs – a check on the website 
will usually tell you where they 
are due to busk that day. The 
Hot House Combo consist of 
husband and wife, Willy Briggs 
(vocals, guitar, harmonica and 
kazoo) and Lisa Briggs (vocals, 
accordion, washboard and double 
bass), joined by Tim Heming 
(double bass, guitar and clarinet) 
and Carl Woodison (trumpet).

Their music, hard to define (‘It’s 
quite a mixture of all the music 
we love’ is how Lisa puts it), but 
we could settle for ‘1930s hot 
swing and jazz’. So what is the 
group’s musical background?

‘Willy and I are self-taught 
musicians, we came from the 
rockabilly music scene. When we 
started looking into who would 
have influenced the 1940/50s 
musicians we listened to, we 
discovered a whole world of 
swing and jazz which we got 
hooked on! Tim is also a self-
taught guitarist, double bass and 
clarinet player who started off 
learning Beatles and punk rock 
on guitar. He discovered Django 

30 years ago and still plays a very 
eclectic range of music styles. 
Carl was born into a music family 
and started learning the cornet 
at the age of 7. He played in brass 
bands all through primary and 
secondary school. Joining a big 
band introduced him to Jazz at 
the age of 13. He plays ska, funk 
and disco as well as jazz with us.’

The Hot House Combo tend to 
emphasise the fun element in jazz, 
so it’s no surprise to find jazz’s 
chief funmeister, Harlem’s Harmful 
Little Armful, top of a splendid 
list of influences: Fats Waller, 
Louis Jordan, Ella Fitzgerald, Cab 

Calloway, the Washboard Rhythm 
Kings, Bob Wills. Current influences 
include Pokey Lafarge and Hot 
Club Of Cowtown from the USA 
and Rob Heron and The Teapad 
Orchestra from the UK: ‘They all 
have similar influences to us and 
we can hear these in their music.’

The Hot House Combo’s date 
sheet is deceptive. Through to 
December it’s decently full, but full 
of such wonderful Devonian names 
as Burton Bradford, Bridport and 
Broadclyst: only a three-day Welsh 
tour and one London date take 
their music to a wider audience. 
But, as Lisa explains, the group’s 
horizons shrank with the coming 
of Covid to which they took a 
typically direct approach – get out 
and busk!

 ‘Before Covid hit and wiped out 
our calendar, we played all over 
including festivals in Europe. During 
the pandemic, we got out busking 
any time we were allowed and this 
has led to a lot of local gigs this 
year which we’re really grateful 
and happy about of course. We are 
always keen to play further afield 
and try our hardest to make it 
work when we are offered gigs at a 
distance. We also have plans to do 
a busking tour which would allow 
us to connect with people and 
venues around the UK.’

Now that sounds like a great 
idea! It would be fair to say that 

The Hot House Combo are not 
your typical buskers:

‘We love to play to a listening 
audience where we can interact 
and tell stories, etc., but we 
also go down well in a party 
atmosphere as we can play all of 
our high energy, fun tunes. We 
plan to write more songs of our 
own and to keep finding great 
venues to play around the UK 
and Europe. A European tour 
would be great in the future!’

You feel that their definition of 
‘great venues’ might be slightly 
different from the norm – 
botanical gardens, maybe, or pub 
terraces – but there’s no doubt of 
their commitment to the music: 

‘I would say that, by street 
performing and playing more 
local venues, our music is 
definitely being heard by people 
that would not have heard it 
otherwise. The upbeat, happy 
nature of this music makes it very 
appealing to most age groups and 
we’d like to think it always will.’

So, hopefully, the The Hot House 
Combo can look forward to 
building up their datesheet again 
and, in the meantime, a busking 
tour of the UK sounds good – 
and, of course, if you’re in Devon, 
consult their website.

www.thehothousecombo.com

HOT HOUSE, HAVING FUN IN DEVON
XXX RON SIMPSON has a chat with LISA BRIGGS of THE HOT HOUSE COMBO, Devon’s answer to 

the Washboard Rhythm Kings.

TUBBY HAYES BIG BAND
Possibly the biggest impact of any band either side of lockdown came with the appearance of 
the SIMON SPILLETT BIG BAND, playing the music of TUBBY HAYES. With Jazz Rag scheduled 
to hear the band for the first time at Scarborough, it seemed a good time to ply Simon with a 
few questions…

TUBBY HAYES BIG BANDHOT HOUSE, HAVING FUN IN DEVON

Photo by Mike O’Brien

Tubby Hayes Big Band
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Come on and get it is the 
uncompromising title of Judith 
Owen’s tribute to the earthy 
female singers of the 1940s 
and 1950s, the likes of Nellie 
Lutcher and Julia Lee. Judith, 
Welsh-born, is now resident 
in New Orleans, so that was 
where I started my enquiries:

‘I originally went to live in 
Southern California with my 
husband who’s from there, which 
is really beautiful but for me lacks 
soul and sense of community. So 
when we visited New Orleans 
for our honeymoon (my husband 
was already a fan), literally the 
minute we walked into the 
French Quarter I turned to him 
and said, “Why the hell don’t we 
live here?” It was instant and 
I’ve been in love with it ever 
since. I can’t think of anywhere 
I would rather live in America, 
probably because it doesn’t feel 
like America. It’s half European, 
half Caribbean, in fact it’s referred 
to as being the most northern 
Caribbean city!’

Looking back, Judith blames her 
father for her early devotion to 
these singers:

‘My father was a very unusual 
classical musician being a very 
successful opera singer at 
ROH Covent Garden for 35 
years, whose other great love 
was jazz and blues, particularly 
piano-driven. And amongst his 
vinyl collection of classical and 
opera was a really intriguing and 
exciting collection of 45’s that 
he’d collected as a young man, the 
most important of which was Fine 
Brown Frame by Nellie Lutcher. 
She really did trigger my love 
affair with unapologetically badass 
women like her, who were singing 
about sex and celebrating it at a 
time when “nice girls” were meant 
to sing about romance.

‘I can remember as early as 
the age of 5 or 6 listening to 
that record with my sister and 
singing along, too young to 
appreciate the sexual innuendo, 
but still feeling her joy whilst 
dancing around the room! Her 
accomplished piano playing, killer 

vocals, and supreme confidence 
and showmanship affected me 
deeply and I knew I wanted 
some of that! But there were 
more gems in his collection that 
inspired me to be braver and 
bolder: Pearl Bailey, Julia Lee, 
Dinah Washington, Blossom 
Dearie, Peggy Lee, basically all the 
women and the songs included 
on this album.

‘And that’s why this record means 
so much to me, coming from an 
authentic time and place in my life 
that makes it as personal as any of 
my self-penned albums.’

Judith bases her approach very 
much on the stage presence of 
what she calls ‘these ladies’:

‘I have to honour the music-
serve the song and the era, the 
innuendo and double entendre, 
whilst still making it my own. 
It’s been an exercise in self-
confidence and theatricality, but 
these ladies taught me all about 
that! My band call me Lady J, 
because I believe in committing 
to the music in its entirety, looks 
and all. I’m wigged up, suited up 
and done up, and with my look 
in place I deliver these songs in 
the gutsy way they were meant 
to be delivered.

‘For me the job is to entertain 
with this music, to make people 
feel happy, exactly like I felt when 
I first heard these songs.

‘I’m also loyal to their structure: 
they’re short and sweet, and 
it’s very important not to over 
extend them or make them 
overindulgent, except in the case 
of He’s a Tramp which I hear as a 
gospel torch song in contrast to 
the playful Disney original.’

How did she find working on the 
album in New Orleans, not a bad 
place, one would think, to have a 
choice of jazz musicians?

‘When I first started working 
on this with my musical director 
and pianist David Torkanowsky 
we thought long and hard about 
matching the right players for 
these songs. Of course living in 

New Orleans we had endless 
resources of incredible players 
who have this music in their core. 
I don’t think this album could’ve 
been recorded anywhere else 
- there’s something about the 
music and the musicians of New 
Orleans which sets it apart from 
anywhere else in the world.

‘Obviously it’s the birthplace of 
jazz, but in NOLA jazz is a living 
breathing thing, not a museum 
piece - it’s authentic - and it 
has what they describe down 
there as having the “grease”, 
meaning it’s not clean or tidy - it’s 
downright dirty and sexy because 
that’s what jazz is!

‘We recorded it like back in the 
day too - live, with me standing 
in the middle of the band, mic 
hanging in front of me with 
everybody’s sounds spilling into 
it and the big band set behind 
me. It truly was one of the most 
remarkable experiences I’ve ever 
had. Even my long-time legendary 
producer John Fischbach was 
amazed at how effortlessly and 
wonderfully it came out.

‘I’m just eager to start the next 
one, but of course I’ve got to 
tour this one first!’

It’s noticeable the care Judith 
brings to the whole project of 
bringing back to life the sexually 
liberated women of 70 years 
ago. Will we find the same 
thing in Owen Broder whose 
album, Hodges: Front and Center, 
dedicated to the great alto saxist 
of a similar vintage, is also due 
out in October.

Owen Broder is a saxophonist 
based in New York City whose 
American Roots Project’s debut 
album, Heritage, was praised 
by DownBeat Magazine as a 
‘transcendent work of art’, 
and listed as #5 among the 
Best Music of 2018 . Broder’s 
quintet, Cowboys & Frenchmen, 
has enjoyed multiple US tours 
and success in international 
competitions including the DC 
JazzPRIX, Umbria Jazz Festival’s 
Conad Competition, and M-Prize. 
Recently, in response to the 

pandemic, Broder co-founded 
and performed in Live From 
Our Living Rooms. The initiative 
was credited as ‘the first online 
jazz festival’ (Rolling Stone) and 
raised over $140k in support 
of US-based musicians whose 
performance careers were halted 
due to COVID-19. As an educator, 
Broder teaches jazz courses 
and ensembles at Portland State 
University as well as saxophone 
lessons and the saxophone 
quartet at Pacific University.

Growing up in Jacksonville, FL, 
what drew the young Broder to 
Johnny Hodges? 
‘Johnny Hodges has been a 
seminal figure on the saxophone 
for me since I was a teenager. 
While attending Douglas 
Anderson School of the Arts in 
Jacksonville, the band had the 
opportunity to really dig into 
the music of Duke Ellington in 
preparation for the Essentially 
Ellington Festival hosted by Jazz 
at Lincoln Center in NYC. As 
the lead alto player in that band, 
I paid particularly close attention 
to Johnny Hodges, attempting 
to emulate the subtleties of his 
playing in the section and as a 
soloist. The band’s journey in 
preparing for and ultimately 
winning the 2006 competition is 
documented in the film, CHOPS.

‘The next year, I transferred to 
the boarding school program 
at University of North Carolina 
School of the Arts for the last 
two years of high school. There, 
I was classmates with Eddie 
Barbash, who went on to be a 
member of Jon Baptiste’s Stay 
Human band. Eddie, a year ahead 
of me in school, had a similar 
fondness for Hodges, and I really 
admired his approach to bringing 
that style and sound into his own 
playing. It struck me as markedly 
different from the other 
saxophonists of our generation 
who at the time were very 
fixated on the contemporary 
greats, like Chris Potter, Joshua 
Redman, and Michael Brecker. 
Through our group of friends, I 
was introduced to the albums 
Back to Back and Side by Side – 
two small group recordings from 

1959, co-led by Ellington and 
Hodges that for the first time for 
me really highlighted Hodges as 
a soloist in a small group setting, 
outside his better known role 
with the jazz orchestra. These 
two albums were the original 
inspiration for Hodges: Front and 
Center, and the source of the 
album title. 

‘During these high school years, 
I really studied the melodic, 
lyrical approach to his playing, 
marked by his vocal inflections 
and a rhythmic approach that 
moves seamlessly between a 
deep swing feel locked in with 
the quarter note and ideas that 
seem to float over the time 
maintained by rhythm section. I 
would categorize several of my 
other heroes in a similar school 
of playing: saxophonists Harry 
Carney, Gerry Mulligan, and Rich 
Perry among them. I’m drawn 
to their singable approach to 
improvising and the warmth 
of their sound, and those are 
elements I try to bring into my 
own playing. ‘

Does this mean that he plays like 
Hodges, models his style upon his? 
‘For this album, I certainly 
lean into the Hodges style of 
playing, not only because the 
project is directly honouring the 
saxophone icon, but also because 
the arrangements are transcribed 
from Hodges’ own albums, and I 
feel the arrangements themselves 
guide the band on Hodges: Front 
and Center to approach the music 
with a related sensibility. 

‘Outside of this project, I 
certainly bring many of the traits 
I admire in Hodges’ playing 
into my own–the warmth of 
sound, the melodic approach to 
improvising. In my other groups, 
Cowboys & Frenchmen and 
the American Roots Project, 
for example, you won’t hear 
Hodges’ improvisational language 
in my playing as much–it’s much 
more of an intersection of all 
the players I’ve studied and a 
reflection of my own concept.’ 

How does Owen place Johnny 
Hodges in the pantheon of  
alto saxists? 
With so many saxophonists, 
alto and otherwise, who have 
made meaningful contributions 
to the instrument and its 
lineage, I wouldn’t know how 
to suggest a hierarchy among 
them. Hodges is certainly a 

primary source of inspiration, 
and I picture him as being 
toward the top of the “family 
tree” of saxophonists who have 
followed in his footsteps with 
their style. With so many years 
of overlapping activity, it might 
be fair to say that Charlie Parker 
is toward the top of a parallel 
family tree of alto saxophonists 
that are more associated with 
the more active improvisational 
language borne from bebop 
vocabulary. Of course, there is 
plenty of overlap between those 
traditions and others!

‘A few of my other alto heroes 
include Cannonball Adderley, 
for his energy he brings and his 
articulation that brings such a 
strong swing feel and rhythmic 
aspect to his melodic language, 
as well as Ornette Coleman and 
Eric Dolphy, for the looseness 
and flexibility in their respective 
sounds and the freedom in 
harmony and time that they bring 
to the music. After I perform, 
people have often asked if Paul 
Desmond has influenced my 
playing. I think he’s in that lineage 
of players that followed Hodges 
with a melodic, lyrical approach to 
improvising, and his name seems 
to be more familiar among jazz 
listeners and appreciators than 
Johnny Hodges – certainly as a 
soloist, at least. That’s a big part of 
the motivation behind this project. 
My hope is to highlight the prolific 
body of work Hodges put out as a 
bandleader and soloist.

‘This album is the first of two 
volumes in the Hodges: Front and 
Center project. On September 
10, 2021, we went into Bunker 
studio for a two-day marathon 
of recording twenty-one tunes. 
Volume 1 programs nine of these, 
Volume 2 will feature eight more 
from the collection, with a release 
date in April 2023. An additional 
four will be released as singles 
over the next several months.’

His approach may be seen as 
more earnest, even academic, 
than Judith’s, but the same 
devotion to the great figures of 
jazz holds good, the same feeling 
that new is not necessarily the 
same as good.

One day, not so many weeks ago, all of us at Jazz Rag were delighted by the arrival of digital 
copies of two albums that harked back to an earlier, less complicated time in jazz. In the next 
issue we will review them. For now RON SIMPSON delved into the background.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES
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BLOSSOM DEARIE

THE EARLY YEARS 
COLLECTION 1948-60

Acrobat ACQCD7166 240:38

Four discs in excess of 4 hours 
playing time, ninety six tracks 
largely comprised of seven albums 
recorded variously in New York 
and Paris, this Acrobat collection 
includes Blossom Dearie’s early 
career sides with Allen Eager, Stan 
Getz and Dave Lambert (1948-
49) through to a productive 
sojourn in Paris (marrying Bobby 
Jaspar along the way) and onto 

the Broadway songs recorded 
in 1960. If the vast amount of 
material presented here achieves 
one thing, it reminds the listener 
of the long list of ‘first call’ 
musicians who worked with the 
East Durham, New York-born 
singer-pianist. The tag ‘musician’s 
musician’ could be applied to 
Dearie, the suggestion is the many 
instrumentalists on the recording 
sessions were appreciative of 
her talent: from Stan Getz to the 
guitarists Kenny Burrell, Herb Ellis 
and Mundell Lowe, the pianists 
Al Haig and Jimmy Rowles, the 
bassists Ray Brown and Red 
Mitchell and the drummers Jo 
Jones and Ed Thigpen. Dearie’s 
choice of material - composers 
and compositions - is second 
to none: the Gershwins, Harold 
Arlen, Jerome Kern, Cole Porter, 
Rodgers and Hart, Harry Warren. 
Highlights are many - Dearie’s 
vocals with King Pleasure on 
Moody’s Mood for Love, The 
Continental from the Jazz Sweet 
album, and an effective slow take 
on Tea for Two. Fans of Blossom 
Dearie will love every minute of 

the 4 hours, those new to the 
piano-playing singer’s oeuvre are 
likely to be more than pleasantly 
surprised.       

RUSSELL CORBETT

ANNIE LAURIE

THE ANNIE LAURIE 
COLLECTION: 1945-62

Acrobat Music ADDCD 3418: 
2CDs, 69.30/67.22

Not much is known about Annie 
Laurie. You can tell, because the 
liner notes on this collection are 
little more than an account of 

her recording career, pretty much 
expressed as a list of releases. 
There’s also quite a bit of stuff 
explaining why Annie Laurie 
never quite got the recognition 
afforded to other singers such as 
Ruth Brown and LaVern Baker.

One key reason seems to be 
that Annie herself was not that 
committed to a career in pop 
music. She had a strong religious 
faith which appears to have drawn 
her away from the business at 
critical moments. By several 
accounts it led her to abandon her 
mainstream musical endeavours 
altogether in 1962, when she 
became a Jehovah’s Witness.

No doubt it was good news for 
Annie Laurie, but it was a bit of a 
shame for the rest of us because 
this collection suggests she got 
better and better as she got 
older. The more soulful and R&B-
styled cuts on the second disc 
bring out the gutsier qualities of 
her voice, perhaps because they 
have a closer connection to her 
gospel affinities.

Listening to the first CD in 
this two-disc collection from 
Acrobat, you could be forgiven 
for thinking that she never quite 
made it because she wasn’t 
really that good. 

Technically, they’re fine. She sings 
in a strong, clear and tuneful 
voice and the Paul Gayten Trio 
provide the kind of polished 
accompaniment you would 
expect from the cream of New 
Orleans sessioneers. The problem 
is that after a few tracks it all 
starts to get a bit samey. Laurie’s 
voice lacks the character and 
natural dynamics of her better-
known contemporaries. Irma 
Thomas, quoted in Paul Watts’ 
notes, had it about right: ‘Annie 
Laurie? She was okay.’

Of course, these earlier cuts 
showcase a less experienced 
performer and the production-line 
nature of studio sessions is hardly 
conducive to unbridled expression. 

Still, it’s a bit of a relief when 
things kick off a bit on Stop Talkin’ 
And Start Walkin’ and Rockin’ And 
Rollin’ and by the time you get to 
the Etta James-flavoured Someday, 
Someway you start to see why 
Dinah Washington cited Annie 
Laurie as one of her favourite 

ON RECORD 

CD REVIEWS singers. Even here, though, she 
doesn’t quite have the raunch 
you might expect.

But there you are. Annie Laurie 
was a woman of faith and 
spiritual principle and maybe she 
just never felt right digging deep 
into this earthy music. 

If you’re a fan or a collector, this 
is an excellent retrospective. 
But if you’re looking for some 
gut-bucket soul, blues and R&B 
to accompany you home in the 
small hours, try Ruth Brown or 
Dinah herself.

STUART MAXWELL

WOLLESEN FERM

HEART IN HAND

Stunt Records STUCD 22022: 
45.32

First of all a warning to all those 
who hold to the Duke Ellington 
principle of. ‘It don’t mean a thing 
if it ain’t got that swing’ – avoid 
this recording! But it is strangely 
beautiful, the joint effort of two 
multi-instrumentalists who unite 
their abilities, via overdubs and 
multi-tracking, to create oddly 
beautiful soundscapes.

Rune Kjeldsen’s guitar and 
Anders Christensen’s bass are 
there all the time for Kenny 
Wollesen and Ned Ferm to build 
on. The lead on most tracks is 
Ferm’s saxophone, keening and 
mournful, but what happens 
behind it is a mysterious world 
of percussion, piano and vibes 
from Wollesen, plus a medley of 
instruments from Ferm.

Their love of folk music and 
Americana is evident enough 
(you can’t escape the hints 
of Scarborough Fair on Finding 
Dorian, for instance), but I’m 
not sure about what the notes 
call ‘a pleasant psychedelic 
curiosity’ – maybe on some 
of the interludes, often lasting 

only a minute or so, inserted 
between the main songs and 
impressionistic in the extreme. 

Most of the tracks are originals 
by Wollesen or Ferm, with two 
highly unlikely existing pieces to 
open and close: Sonny Boy and 
Oh! What a Beautiful Mornin’. The 
former sees the melody emerge 
from a swirl of instruments and 
sets up the mesmeric quality of 
the album. The latter begins with 
a hint of Richard Strauss’s Sunrise 
from Also Sprach Zarathustra 
before ending the CD on the 
same mesmeric note, Ferm’s 
saxophone taking it perfectly 
straight over dense patterns of 
sound. A standout among the 
intervening tracks is the title 
track, oddly placed at number 
12 of 13 tracks, where the 
soundscape builds over eight 
minutes to a controlled intensity.

RON SIMPSON 

DON PAUL

LOVE OVER WAR

Irresistible/ Revolutionary I/ R 
27, 51:24

Backed by his band Rivers 
Answer Moons, New Orleans 
poet, occasional singer, 
experienced jazz producer, writer, 
runner and full-time activist Don 
Paul ranges far and wide over 
the Crescent City soundscape 
on this enjoyable release. Given 
that the band includes founder 
members of The Dirty Dozen 
Brass Band - Roger Lewis 
on saxes and Kirk Joseph on 
sousaphone - drummer Herlin 
Riley and younger musicians, plus 
the fine soul and jazz singer Erica 
James on a couple of numbers, 
this is not too surprising.

The first six tracks are actually 
three songs, present in both vocal 
and instrumental versions, and 
the format actually works well. 
Stylistically these numbers vary 
from contemporary soul to free-
jazz with more than a small side 

helping of gospel and some of 
that vintage Louisiana polyphony. 
Try Get Your Jam On for a good 
example, but you can really pick 
any at random - all are effective 
and memorable.

The set’s remaining five songs 
present Don in a variety of 
settings. My Old Man is an 
anti-war song with slide guitar 
accompaniment, About Reinaldo, 
Mourning And Outrage runs to 
a few seconds short of nine 
minutes, a poem accompanied 
by the West African kora playing 
of Mourikeba Kouyate and the 
improvised sax work of New 
Orleans veteran ‘Kidd’ Jordan 
(who was taught by Illinois 
Jacquet’s music teacher), a poem 
to Don’s daughter accompanied 
only by bhodran, and Roger 
Lewis’ Latin-jazz flavoured and 
African-sounding horns- and 
percussion-driven Bobee (What 
A Spirit Walks That Way). Fanfare 
is Don in full-on free-jazz-poet 
mode, though with traces of Ray 
Charles from the band towards 
the end, closing out a varied and 
entertaining release.

NORMAN DARWEN 

GEOFF EALES

LOVE SACRED & PROFANE

33 Jazz Records 33JAZZ290 
57:11

No fewer than thirteen musicians 
contribute to Geoff Eales’ latest 
album. It’s a sprawling work 
embracing pastoral settings, 
school choirs and quasi prog-
rock workouts. Four vocalists 
feature across twelve of the 
album’s thirteen tracks: Brigitte 
Beraha, the principal voice, 
features on eight tracks, Brenda 
Ford, Jacqui Hicks and Jenny 
Howe contribute to four tracks, 
plus a couple of backing vocal 
credits. The contrasting horns 
of Mark Lockheart (soprano 
sax), Ben Waghorn (alto sax, 

bass clarinet) and Jason Yarde 
(alto sax) are heard alongside 
the various vocalists, as are Andy 
Findon’s flute and penny whistle, 
adding a folk-like element to 
proceedings. Bandleader Eales 
plays piano on all tracks plus 
Fender Rhodes on two tracks 
and organ on two tracks. Eales 
is heard at the organ on The 
Saga of Salome (a freewheeling 
ensemble piece which was due to 
be recorded by Tina May when 
untimely illness precluded her 
participation) and the album’s 
sole non-Eales’ composition, 
Hildegaard Von Bingen’s O 
Virtus Sapientiae (Eales taking 
inspiration from the Middle 
Ages!). The Final Twist, the album’s 
penultimate track is a heady 
brew of television show theme 
tune, rock guitar work out (Carl 
Orr), cello (Shirley Smart) and 
saxophone (Ben Waghorn). 
Bookended by a prologue and an 
epilogue, Love Sacred & Profane 
is an adventurous work which is 
likely to appeal beyond the core 
jazz audience. In his album liner 
notes Geoff Eales writes: ‘This 
record is dedicated to Tina May - 
one of our finest singers. ‘              

RUSSELL CORBETT

FREDDIE SLACK

MR. FIVE BY FIVE THE 
SINGLES COLLECTION 
1940-49

Acrobat Music ADDCD3435

Here we have an interesting 
anthology of the music of the 
American swing and boogie-
woogie pianist and bandleader. 
Perhaps something of a forgotten 
figure today, Slack played with 
the Jimmy Dorsey Band in the 
1930’s. He was an early member 
of the Will Bradley Orchestra 
upon its formation in 1939 
where he contributed piano to 
the Orchestra’s recording of Beat 
Me Daddy Eight to the Bar which 
became something of a classic 
of the big band era and fittingly 
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opens this collection. Perhaps of 
most interest to jazz devotees 
will be the contributions from 
Joe Turner, including Rocks in my 
Bed and Goin’ to Chicago Blues.

He formed his own band in 1942 
and this extensive 49-track 2 
CD set includes selected singles 
released on Decca and Capitol 
records along with hits with the 
Will Bradley Orchestra and we 
are also treated to performances 
with Johnny Mercer and Margaret 
Whiting. Cow Cow Boogie featuring 
a vocal from Ella Mae Morse gets 
an outing. This was the second 
recording released by the newly 
formed Capitol Records and 
reached number 1 in the ‘hit 
parade’ of the time. The CD 
booklet includes full track and 
personnel listings together with 
detailed and well researched 
background information and 
several photographs from the time.

As the CD notes make clear, 
Slack was ‘one of the most 
prominent white boogie-woogie 
pianists of the swing era’ and 
occupied ‘an interesting niche in 
the annals of popular music.’

ALAN MUSSON

YELLOWJACKETS

PARALLEL MOTION

Mack Avenue MAC1196 56:00

Three compositions by founding 
member Russell Ferrante, three by 
Bob Mintzer, two from new boy 
Dane Alderson (recruited in 2015) 
and one written by Will Kennedy 
form the basis of the Yellowjackets’ 
latest recording. Each member 
of the band brings something to 
the table, be it jazz, jazz funk or 
soul jazz. More than one of the 
nine tracks fades out, suggesting 
the quartet went into the studio 
with an abundance of material 
and didn’t know when to stop or, 
alternatively, the small matter of 
an ‘ending’ wasn’t a priority in the 
compositional process. Mintzer’s 

sinewy tenor saxophone is to 
the fore on the opening track 
(Intrigue) and again on the closing 
number (Early). A more lyrical 
approach on tenor saxophone 
accompanying Jean Baylor’s guest 
vocals on Ferrante’s If You Believe 
demonstrates a sensitive side to 
his playing and on Ferrante’s II 
Mio Amico his soprano saxophone 
works stands comparison with that 
on bigger horn. Onyx Manor is six 
string bassist Alderson’s jazz fusion 
contribution to the album with 
more than a hint of Jaco Pastorius-
era Weather Report. Fans of the 
Yellowjackets will be keen to 
acquire a copy of the album, the 
band’s sixth Mack Avenue release, 
others could be tempted by 
Mintzer’s reputation as a composer 
and arranger and at a little under 
the hour mark Parallel Motion 
doesn’t out stay its welcome.              

RUSSELL CORBETT

MILES DAVIS

FOUR CLASSIC ALBUMS

Avid AMSC 1414

This two CD set comprises Miles 
Davis & Milt Jackson - Quintet/
Sextet (1955), Miles Davis & The 
Modern Jazz Giants - Bags’ Groove 
(1954), The New Miles Davis 
Quintet - Miles (1955) and Miles 
Davis &The Modern Jazz Giants 
(1954 & 1956)

The first album features alto 
saxophonist Jackie McLean 
alongside Jackson and Davis 
with Ray Bryant on piano, Percy 
Heath bass and and Arthur Taylor 
drums. Davis plays superlatively 
both open and muted and the 
rhythm section is perfectly suited 
to the four original compositions 
featured.

Bag’s Groove includes two 
lengthy takes of the Milt Jackson 
title track and the principal 
interest here is the appearance 
of pianist Thelonious Monk 
along with Heath and Kenny 

Clarke. The pianist stamps his 
own personality on the music. 
Reportedly, the pianist was not 
Davis’s choice of accompanist, 
but that of the session’s producer 
and Davis requested Monk to 
‘lay out’ on his trumpet solos. 
The remainder of the album has 
Horace Silver and Sonny Rollins 
on now familiar Rollins themes 
and a Gershwin tune.

The third album introduces John 
Coltrane, Red Garland, Paul 
Chambers, and ‘Philly’ Joe Jones 
and consists of four standard song 
tunes and two originals. Davis 
alone handles the themes of the 
standards in his own inimitable 
way utilising the harmon mute. 

The final album brings everyone 
back together with Monk back 
for four of the five tracks and 
makes a fitting conclusion to this 
entertaining set.  

ALAN MUSSON

CHRIS BYARS

RHYTHM AND BLUES OF 
THE 20S

SteepleChase: SCCD 31929

73: 25

The title is a big a tease. When 
the jazzman sees ‘Twenties’ he 
does not immediately think of 
this century’s second decade. 
His sense of history is, perhaps, 
more intrigued than offended 
by the suggestion that there 
was Rhythm & Blues, as he 
understands the term, to be had 
in the 1920s. Imagine, his surprise 
when scanning the titles and 
knowing none of the ten.

It turns out that the ‘rhythm’ is a 
pass at George Gershwin’s I Got 
Rhythm, although we might not 
have guessed it had the sleeve 
notes not thus informed us, and 
the ‘blues’ element identifies 
a ‘primary source for jazz 
improvisers’. Hmm!  

It’s a tease, perpetrated by Chris 
Byars, hoping for ‘some crossover 
curiosity’ in his compositions, 
leading a rather unorthodox 
sextet of himself on tenor; Zaid 
Nasser, alto; Stefano Doglioni, 
bass clarinet; John Mosca, 
trombone; Ari Roland, bass and 
Phil Stewart, drums.

I’ve got a downer on it already 
until I stick it on and instantly 
forget the tongue-in-cheekery. 
We get the message, express 
delivery, on the first track, Salute 
to the Mailbox, that we are in the 
company of sinuous musicians 
with the improvisatory skills to 
solo vigorously over haunting 
fragments of melody. There 
is something about the close 
proximity in register of the three 
reeds that is especially moody, not 
least when worried by Roland’s 
fretful arco work, intensified by 
Stewart’s cymbal-ism and buoyed 
by flights of Mosca’s fancy.

One after another, the solos 
spin out narratives of extreme 
complexity and, in notably 
Jasmine Flower, Shimmering and, 
above all, Sincerely Yours, affecting 
programmatic beauty.

On this third SteepleChase 
outing for the sextet, we find 
ourselves a long way from the 
1920s but certainly recognisably 
in the late-1940s. It’s the age of 
Be-Bop, though, not R&B.  

ANDREW LIDDLE

DAVE SLONAKER 
BIG BAND

CONVERGENCY

Origin Records 82851 73.19

Slonaker is a successful 
Hollywood orchestrator, 
arranger and composer with a 
vast list of film and TV credits.  
From Pittsburgh and originally 
a trombonist, he occasionally 
convenes a starry big band to play 
his pieces, this new Los Angeles 
recording dating from October 

2021. With the best of the studios 
pros on whom to call, among 
them saxophonist Bob Sheppard, 
trumpeters Ron Stout and Wayne 
Bergeron, plus Peter Erskine on 
drums, the performances are all 
of exceptional quality, the many 
soloists helpfully identified, track 
by track.  

The title piece was conceived, 
says Slonaker in his note, ‘as 
a mini concerto featuring 
different sections and textures 
as building blocks to a swinging 
finale.’ Well, he said it and so 
it turns out. Trumpeter Clay 
Jenkins is heard first, wistful, gruff 
baritone player Adam Schroeder 
following, the brass power almost 
overwhelming. Uncommonly 
Ground may refer to coffee, 
but again takes motifs, repeats 
them and transforms them. The 
writing is intricate, softly voiced 
at times, guitarist Larry Koonse 
and tenorist Tom Luer the 
soloists, the latter gliding over 
the trumpet blasts and strong 
Erskine drum figures. As befits 
a former trombonist, Slonaker 
gives And Now The News over to 
his trombone quartet and they 
make hay with its complexity. 
The only standard on the album 
is Harry Warren’s I Had The 
Craziest Dream and is assigned 
to Bergeron. Seattle-based 
Origin Records may lack UK 
distribution, but if your tastes run 
to contemporary big band music, 
then seek this out. 

PETER VACHER

ART THEMEN 
/ DAVE BARRY 
QUARTET

HANKY PANKY

Trio Records tr606 52:19

At the last minute a scheduled 
studio recording session fell 
through prompting drummer 
Dave Barry to ask his friend Art 
Themen if he was available. He 
was, as were Gareth Williams and 

Dave Green, and Hanky Panky is 
the result of their unexpected 
get together. Barry’s notes 
accompanying the CD reveal 
that with nothing more than a 
quick run through, the quartet 
- saxophonist Themen, pianist 
Williams and bassist Green - 
recorded eight tracks in a day. 
The album, or at least its title, is a 
tip of the hat to Dexter Gordon 
and those familiar with the 
tenor saxophonist’s composition 
could expect this Trio Records’ 
recording to be rather good, and 
it is! It is likely the set list (all 
familiar material) was drawn up 
on the back of a beer mat. There 
is a freshness, a spontaneity to 
the quartet’s playing, perhaps 
‘last minute’ sessions are the way 
ahead! From the opener (The 
Night Has a Thousand Eyes) to 
Sonny Rollins’ set closing Solid, 
this is jazz improvisation at its 
best. The two octogenarians, 
Themen and Green, are in 
great form, as are their younger 
band mates. Pianist Williams 
makes a telling contribution, 
as does Barry, the instigator of 
the session. Prelude to a Kiss is 
a highlight, from Williams’ first 
chord to Themen’s firm grasp of 
Ellingtonian melody to Green’s 
majestic bass playing. Jazz fans 
with a liking for straight ahead, no 
nonsense modern jazz shouldn’t 
hesitate, Hanky Panky is one for 
the collection.                             

RUSSELL CORBETT

VARIOUS ARTISTS

ALTERNATIVE GUITAR 
SUMMIT HONORING PAT 
MARTINO VOLUME 1

HighNote HCD 7333 (59:59)

Back in the 60s, guitarist Pat 
Martino and his rival George 
Benson were touted as the 
heirs to Wes Montgomery - and 
we know what happened with 
George. Pat stayedmore firmly on 
the jazz side; his mentors were 
bluesy musicians like saxman Willis 

‘Gator Tail’ Jackson and soul-jazz 
organists Brother Jack McDuff 
and Don Patterson. His recording 
career under his own name began 
in 1967, and he had albums on 
major labels: Prestige, Muse, Blue 
Note, Warner Brothers (a couple 
of fusion releases in the mid-70s), 
and latterly HighNote. 1997’s Blue 
Note album All Sides Now featured 
Pat with some of his disciples; the 
set currently under review takes 
this idea a step further.

Recorded in a Brooklyn studio 
in March 2021 (the usual live 
event as such was impossible due 
to the pandemic), it consists of 
eight of Pat’s own compositions 
played by many of those claiming 
Pat as inspiration and mentor. Pat 
himself watched it, approvingly, 
on a live video stream, as he 
stopped performing in 2018 due 
to ill-health; sadly he died on 1st 
November 2021. 

The numbers themselves, mostly 
played with a fine rhythm section 
of bass player Dezron Douglas 
and drummer Alan Mednard,, 
range from the tough, swinging 
and bluesy Noshufuru played by 
Rez Abbasi and Jeff Miles to the 
delicate solo Lament by Russell 
Malone – the latter is the only 
non-Martino composition here, 
originating with J.J. Johnson. 
Straight-forward up tempo jazz 
comes courtesy of the opening 
tracks and numbers like On The 
Stairs by Dave Stryker and Paul 
Bollenback, whilst Nir Felder 
and Oz Noy’s nearly ten minutes 
long Joyous Lake opens like 
vintage John Lee Hooker before 
becoming much more expansive 
and swinging – and with a touch 
of jazz-rock maybe in some of 
the fleet-fingered soloing. 

Names not yet mentioned, 
though that does not indicate 
any lack of quality whatsoever, 
are Adam Rogers, Peter Berstein, 
Kurt Rosenwinkel, Fareed Haque, 
Sheryl Bailey, Ed Cherry and 
producer Joel Harrison, who 
close the set with a fine solo 
item. All nine tracks are virtuoso 
performances, but extremely 
accessible, enjoyable and 
entertaining. The entire set – and 
its rather nice packaging – is a 
fitting homage to a great guitarist 
and jazzman. It is good to know 
that Pat enjoyed and appreciated 
this show too.

NORMAN DARWEN 

BUDDY DEFRANCO

THE BEBOP YEARS 1949-56

Acrobat ADDCD3429 71.15 / 
71.08

To label Boniface Ferdinand 
Leonard ‘Buddy’ DeFranco 
(1923-2014) as the great white 
hope of jazz clarinet is perhaps 
to disparage his status and talent.   
What is certain is that he was 
the finest and most adept of the 
modernist jazz clarinettists to 
emerge after the heyday of Benny 
Goodman and Artie Shaw. He 
understood the bebop lexicon 
and could execute at speed, while 
also fitting in nicely wherever 
he was put. And that’s the merit 
of a double-CD collection like 
this, for the way it embraces 
his fast-moving boppish sextet 
tracks from 1949, contrasts them 
with his presence in the Count 
Basie Octet and then highlights 
the small groups he fronted 
before deploying his marvellous 
collaborations with Oscar 
Peterson and Art Tatum. 

Grove speaks of DeFranco’s 
liquid tone – coolish, to my 
ears – and prodigious technique, 
but makes the point that his 
preferred employment of the 
clarinet rather limited his 
opportunities in these post-way 
years. After all he went on to 
front the ‘ghost’ Glenn Miller 
Orchestra for eight years, but 
happily by 1980 had combined 
with vibist Terry Gibbs to tour 
over here. A pairing of equals 
with every gig a joy. As is pretty 
much everything here. 

His orchestral tracks swing 
capably, but they lack distinction, 
Franco himself admitting ‘the 
band had no identity and it was 
the wrong time’. Thereafter he 
functioned as a successful combo 
leader using sidemen like pianists 
Kenny Drew and Sonny Clark, 
bassists Curly Russell and Gene 
Wright, and drummers Art Taylor 
and Art Blakey. With another 
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useful Paul Watts booklet essay 
and 38 rewarding tracks, this is a 
welcome compilation. 

PETER VACHER 

DUKE ELLINGTON

LIVE AT THE BERLIN JAZZ 
FESTIVAL 1969-1973

THE LOST RECORDINGS TLR-
22040041 51.18

TLR specialise in tracking down 
unissued material, whether lying 
forgotten in archives or nestling 
unheard in radio libraries, and 
cleaning it up for release. Here 
they use BJF radio tapes, the 
opening selection by an octet 
of Ellingtonians from November 
1973 in stereo; the remainder 
in mono by the full Ellington 
band from November 1969. 
Sadly, the provenance of the 
music is largely unexplained, 
and the personnel details are 
shockingly incomplete and the 
notes useless. Ken Vail’s Duke’s 
Diary would have filled in all the 
missing details. Shame. 

It’s the small group first, opening 
with Duke’s exquisite Piano 
Improvisation No 1 (later titled 
Mercuria The Lion – thank you, 
Brian Priestley), followed by 
trumpeter Money Johnson, 
Nance-like on A Train and bassist 
Joe Benjamin jousting with 
Duke on Pitter Panther Patter, 
Carney on Sophisticated Lady and 
intriguingly, a near five-minute 
routine by dancer Baby Laurence 
accompanied by Duke and called 
Tap Dance Percussion. 

La Plus Belle Africaine by the 
’69 full band is fine, Carney 
supreme, the bravura El Gato 
for Cat Anderson less so, I 
Can’t Get Started with brilliant 
guest trumpeter Benny Bailey 
featured at length is a welcome 
if uncredited bonus. What a 
player! Clarinettist Russell 
Procope and Lawrence Brown 
handle Mood Indigo with 
their customary aplomb and 

organist Wild Bill Davis (also 
uncredited) is heard on Satin 
Doll. Finally, it’s Meditation by 
Duke, this originally part of the 
Sacred Concert repertoire, 
taken solo and quite short, its 
source here uncertain, and like 
a glimpse of perfection in this 
oddly variable collection. 

PETER VACHER 

ELLA FITZGERALD

ELLA AT THE HOLLYWOOD 
BOWL: THE IRVING BERLIN 
SONGBOOK

Verve Records 0060244 
5551958 42.44

As an impressionable schoolgirl, 
I witnessed America’s 
charismatic first lady of song 
performing in Birmingham 
as part of the Jazz at the 
Philharmonic concert tour 
produced by Norman Granz. 
The year was 1957 and the 
singer was certainly riding high 
and releasing her sensational 
‘American Songbook’ series on 
the promoter’s newly formed 
Verve label. The first three 
albums featured the songbooks 
of Cole Porter, Rodgers and 
Hart and Duke Ellington 
respectively. So impressive was 
Fitzgerald’s finely tuned handling 
of the varied material, her fourth 
Songbook album in tribute to 
Irving Berlin was instigated by 
the man himself!

This live performance, 
presented a year later in 
1958, was a rare outing for 
the repertoire lifted from the 
studio album and featuring 
the album’s gifted arranger 
and conductor, Paul Weston. 
It captures the sheer joy of 
Fitzgerald at her exuberant 
best, opening with a sparky 
The Song Is Ended aided and 
abetted by Weston’s punchy 
arrangements, followed with 
a beautiful rendition of the 
lesser known You’re Laughing 

at Me with inventive changes 
and orchestral overtones. 
Her rich vocal sustains and 
sensitive handling of lyrics are 
particularly effective on How 
Deep Is The Ocean? and the 
reflective Supper Time and then 
we have the show stoppers; a 
full on Heat Wave and Cheek 
to Cheek with great ensemble 
work and Fitzgerald’s finger 
on the pulse. There are nice 
tempo changes on Let’s Face 
the Music and Always and I 
particularly liked Puttin’ On The 
Ritz delivered with humour and 
panache. A spirited rendition of 
Alexander’s Ragtime Band fusing 
dixieland with a contemporary 
big band feel, closes this 
memorable salute to one of 
America’s finest composers.    

Footnote: This Berlin tribute 
is actually one half of the 
concert performed that night. 
The first half featured the Cole 
Porter Songbook which will 
presumably also be released.

VAL WISEMAN

ESPEN BERG

THE TRONDHEIM 
CONCERT

NXN 2011: 2 CDs, 
40.55/44.55

Norwegian pianist Espen 
Berg is, in recent years, best 
known for his work with a trio. 
The Trondheim concert was 
his first attempt at a wholly 
improvised solo performance. 
Now, three years later, it has 
finally emerged on CD. The 
tracks are simply numbered 1 
to 10 and reveal Berg’s stamina 
and imagination no less than his 
elegant touch when required. 
Most are of a similar tempo, 
but Part 3 (I think) is a racing 
turmoil of varied ideas building 
to a dramatic conclusion. 
Immediately he returns to more 
gently melodic ideas, though 
Part 5 is firmly rhythmic and 

more ‘jazzy’ than previous tracks 
which sometimes could be 
mistaken for classical pieces.

The second CD begins with 
mazy skittering patterns that 
eventually settle to a powerful 
conclusion before reaching a 
more rhythmically powerful 
conclusion. Then Part 7 (or is it 
8?) finds Berg at his most lyrical. 
The whole thing, frequently 
melodic, often with a stirring 
rhythmic pulse, no hint of 
the excesses of some free 
improvisers, comes in at about 
80 minutes, then Berg treats us 
to a most delightful encore.

RON SIMPSON

FRANK SINATRA

FOUR CLASSIC ALBUMS

AVID: AMSC1417 74: 23; 76:09

This is middle period Sinatra, 
his forties in the century’s 
50s, his days behind him as 
handsome dance band balladeer, 
the bobby-soxers’ delight. His 
hair is thinning. Bob Hope no 
longer makes jokes about his 
slenderness. He stands tall in 
the business on elevator shoes, 
his trilby at a rakish angle, 
the necktie loose. He is in his 
Capitol period, the laidback 
award-winning Hollywood 
actor by day, the lady-killing 
lover, mature but still swinging, 
by night – yet he’s restless in 
the wee small hours, inclined 
to a little philosophical world 
weariness in his cups. 

He is Chairman of the Board in 
every field he cares to enter - 
some more dubious than others. 
And he still has the voice even if 
he is no longer called The Voice, 
as he was in his tender days with 
Dorsey. His vocal arrangements, 
up tempo and streamlined, 
carry unmistakeable gravitas, his 
phrasing is universally recognised 
as effortlessly impeccable, 
definitive, unsurpassable. He has 

the uncannily timeless genius – 
like Billie Holiday – to elucidate 
an unsuspected profundity in 
a lyric, the alchemist’s power 
to transmute the ordinary into 
eternal gold.

These four Classic Albums 
(Swing Easy, Songs For Young 
Lovers, Songs for Swinging 
Lovers, Come Dance With Me), 
recorded between early-1953 
and late-1958, squeezed by Avid 
onto two discs, capture Sinatra - 
underscored by such luminaries 
as Axel Stordahl, Nelson Riddle 
and Billy May - at his high-riding 
best. 

In modern expression, this is 
Peak Sinatra, the man who spoke 
in song for his age - of his age - 
seeming to define a way of life 
from here to eternity!

ANDREW LIDDLE

NATIONAL YOUTH 
JAZZ ORCHESTRA

SHE SAID

JNCCD001 79.43

More a manifesto than just 
another album, She Said is 
‘the culmination of a year-long 
programme at NYJO to remix 
the gender balance in jazz’. It’s 
eleven tracks are suffused with 
input by female composers, 
arrangers and instrumentalists, 
guest or in-house. Prominent 
names, think the likes of Nikki 
Iles and Norma Winstone, 
alongside emerging talents, 
the whole endeavour elegantly 
presented and properly detailed, 
all under the watchful eye of 
NYJO’s musical director (and 
arranger) Mark Armstrong. 

Recorded back in September 
2019, it kicks off with Wild Oak 
composed by and featuring 
Iles. It’s a reflective, thoughtful 
piece, complex in detail and 
dedicated to the late US pianist 
Geri Allen. In contrast, next up 

is Struttin’ With Some Barbecue. 
Credited to pianist Lil Hardin 
and immortalised by Louis 
Armstrong, it gets a makeover 
from NYJO’s MD, the opening 
passage for the trumpets 
evoking Louis’ classic, before 
moving into tempo, the melodic 
outline never far away. It’s jaunty 
and Ed Parr’s trombone comes 
across well, although I find the 
drum accents an encumbrance.  
Nicely sinuous alto from Alice 
Leggett and bravura trumpet 
from Harry Evans, too. This 
feels like a fun chart to play.  
Winstone’s A Timeless Place 
uses her words set to Jimmy 
Rowles’ The Peacocks, with 
piano by Joe Hill. Add in further 
highly varied contributions 
from saxophonist Josephine 
Davies, and trumpeters Laura 
Jurd, Georgina Bromilow (aka 
Georgina Jackson) and Yazz 
Ahmed, plus an all-female bevy 
of guest players from NYJO’s 
Academy on Billie Holiday’s God 
Bless The Child, and it’s like a rich 
tapestry of possibilities, some 
more appealing than others, each 
piece, however disparate, tackled 
with gusto by today’s NYJO 
players. And their guests.

PETER VACHER 

JAKOB DINESEN 
QUARTET

UNCONDITIONAL LOVE

Stunt Records STUCD 22052: 
49.35

In December last year highly-rated 
Danish tenor saxist Jakob Dinesen 
travelled to the States to record 
with one of his heroes, drummer 
Jeff ‘Tain’ Watts. The result shows 
up Dinesen’s versatility, though 
always within the bounds of 
lucidity and fluency. If I have a 
complaint, it’s the usual one about 
musicians filling their albums with 
their own material when there 
is such a vast body of jazz and 
Songbook tunes to draw on.

In this case seven of nine 
tracks are originals, all perfectly 
acceptable, but with a tendency 
to repetition, and it’s surely no 
coincidence that the stand-
out track is Duke Ellington’s 
Melancholia, Dinesen supremely 
lyrical. Also a delight is Tyk onsdag, 
a distinctly Scandinavian melody 
over a funky rhythm, with Dinesen 
warm and gently swinging.

Say, the opener, begins with a 
drum explosion from Watts, 
but oddly enough his solos are 
pretty rare. On the other hand 
he pursues his own track – I 
guess much of what he plays 
could be accounted a solo 
except that there are three 
other instruments in there. 
Bahoup, in particular, with his 
drums dominant, is a tense 
piece, with a recurrent riff, in 
contrast to the gentler charms 
of Jaden’s Jam which follows.

The two young Danish 
musicians who make up the 
quartet, guitarist Jacob Artved 
and bassist Felix Moseholm, 
are excellent, especially Artved 
whose solos show the value 
of economy and who links the 
quartet together expertly.

RON SIMPSON

WILLIE ‘THE LION’ 
SMITH

100 CLASSIC RECORDINGS, 
1925-53

ACROBAT: ACQCD7165 73:56; 
72:09; 70:47; 70:30

If anybody was destined to play 
a certain instrument it was 
Willie ‘The Lion’ Smith. Born 
in 1893, he grew up in Newark, 
New Jersey, in a large musical 
family, with both his mother 
and grandmother accomplished 
organists. He was exposed to 
the contrasting sounds of both 
the African-American and Jewish 
cultures which he shared by birth.  

He started playing the piano 
at age 8. Frustrated in his 
early attempts to have access 
to a decent one with all keys 
functioning, the shoeshine 
boy won one in a newspaper 
competition and almost 
immediately discovered that a 
natural aptitude allowed him to 
hammer out the ragtime pieces 
he had heard when working 
as a dancer in Newark clubs. 
By 1912, he had graduated to 
playing in clubs in New York and 
Atlantic City. 

Returning from the Great War, 
where his bravery had won 
him the nickname ‘The Lion’, 
he almost inevitably found his 
way back to Harlem to work, 
like James P. Johnson and Fats 
Waller, in clubs and rent parties. 
It might be said that collectively 
they developed and perfected the 
Harlem stride piano style. Of the 
three, Ellington praised the Lion 
as the most personally influential.

This splendid 4-disc set 
features some century of 
Smith’s recordings, playing 
solo, fronting his own band, 
the Cubs, and at the heart of 
rollickingly raggy bands like The 
Gulf Coast Seven, The Georgia 
Strutters, Seven Gallon Jug and 
the Alabama Jug Band. He also 
plays a prominent role in classic 
recording in outfits led by 
Max Kaminsky, Mezz Mezzrow, 
Frankie Newton, Milt Herth, Big 
Joe Turner and Sidney Bechet.

During the 1930s, he wrote 
and performed a number of 
highly sophisticated pieces, 
not least his most famous 
Echo of Spring, and it is not 
fanciful to suggest that they do 
reflect something of his cross-
cultural background. Despite 
the changes in musical styles 
we perceive, across the five 
decades of these recordings, the 
one constant is The Lion, always 
proudly true to himself, never 
knocked out of his stride.

ANDREW LIDDLE

ON RECORD REVIEWS



(Giacomo Smith on reeds, Pete 
Horsfall on trumpet and Joe 
Webb on piano), one could have 
anticipated a hotter than usual 
Clare Teal – and so it proved. The 
range of material was interesting: 
having attacked a couple of 1920s 
numbers in a fairly frantic start, 
she settled to a mix of fine old 
standards (The Way You Look 
Tonight), Irma Thomas’ It’s Raining, 
a delicious perversion of Tea for 
Two, an obscure Maxine Sullivan/
John Kirby song, If I Had a Ribbon 
Bow, a dip of the toes into fairly 
modern pop, Tainted Love, all 
delivered with immaculate taste.

Personal favourites included Let’s 
Do It (long introduction by Joe 
Webb, a little discreet updating 
– reference to Number 10 
inevitable at the time), and Pete 
Horsfall channelling his inner 
Ink Spot to duet on Into each 
life some rain must fall. The band, 
with Giacomo Smith somehow 
finding breathing space in his mazy 
clarinet solos, sounded good and 
got to have fun with You’re Driving 
Me Crazy. As with Swingtime, 
the final stages made their mark. 
Clare announced It Don’t Mean a 
Thing as the last number before 
the encores and swung it in the 
accustomed manner – she took a 
wise course in regard to scatting, 
very limited, but, when she did it, 
it was something special, in unison 
with the horns. The two encores 
lifted up the spirits with When 

You’re Smiling before a country 
blues gave chorus after chorus 
to Dave Archer’s slide guitar – a 
nice surprise and typical of her 
generosity to the band. 

There were no duff sessions 
among the remainder. If I was 
less than enthralled by the 
Impossible Gentlemen, there is 
no doubt about the virtuosity 
of Gwilym Simcock and Mike 
Walker and Laurence Cottle 
played magnificently, with 
tremendous backing from Ian 
Thomas. More to my taste was 
the Festival opener, Jay Phelps 
in expansive mood, with an 
excellent Birmingham-based 
quartet. Phelps’ clipped incisive 
trumpet gave full value to such 
bebop favourites as Criss Cross 
and Cheese Cake and soared to 
such effect on ballads such as 
Yesterday (a cappella opening) 
that I couldn’t help thinking 
of Harry James! Guitarist Tom 
Ford made the most of his 
solo opportunities and bassist 
James Owston and drummer 
Jim Bashford were exemplary. 
Similarly with Xhosa Cole on 
the Sunday afternoon. He has 
learned how to charm the 
audience in the four years since 
he picked up the BBC Young 
Jazz Musician and he played with 
utmost assurance, Round Midnight 
bringing an extra-long, beautifully 
controlled cadenza and It’s 
Almost Like Being in Love typically 

resourceful and inventive. It’s 
noticeable how many bands 
went out on Ellington and Cole 
delivered a magnificent version 
of Come Sunday to finish with, 
astonishingly delicate, ending in a 
subdued vocal finale. Before Cole 
(in the only earlyish event of the 
weekend) we had greeted Sunday 
with the AMC Gospel Choir, six 
singers, four instrumentalists, 
giving us everything from the old 
hymns (Amazing Grace, O Happy 
Day) to modern hints of Motown 
– some amazing voices, joyful 
sounds and plenty rhythm!

And that only leaves the through-
till-midnight gang! Particularly 
interesting as they have a choice 
between moving to somnolence 
and trying to grab the audience’s 
attention and also because 
(unless this is just my ignorance) 
they tended to be relatively 
obscure acts. Violinist Graham 
Clark offered up one piece of 
original work written for the 
concert, Panoramica, but I found 
the general programme not 
especially jazz-related, though 
the ever-attentive pianist Richard 
Wetherall played beautifully.

The other two nights, Hydra 
and the Kirk McElhinney Trio, 
were both decidedly eccentric. 
Kirk, with pianist John Ellis and 
drummer Andy Hay, provided 
urban folk music, dominated 
by his vocals, with occasional 

interjections from an excellent 
tenor sax player, Sara (Kirk 
couldn’t recall her surname), 
until John and Andy had a word 
and Kirk switched to solo. When 
they returned, it was to surprise 
us all with an exhilarating Blue 
Skies and a version of the old 
Brendan Behan song, The Auld 
Triangle. This was a session where 
the audience didn’t know what to 
expect – and the same went for 
the band!

It was an altogether bizarre, 
though far from unpleasant, 
final gig. The night before my 
favourite of the late night gigs 
found Dave Haswell equally 
confused, but much more benign. 
Hydra is a conflation of two 
duo groups, with guitarist Nik 
Svarc and tenor saxist Andy 
Smith, and initially it seemed 
like this, with Nik’s rock guitar 
followed by Andy providing a 
perfectly simple 32-bar statement 
of My One and Only Love. Later 
Dave had a chance to shine on 
Caravan before tenor sax and 
guitar combined delightfully 
on Moonlight in Vermont. It was 
a lovely eccentric set, the joys 
of which only registered while 
persuading the lift to work.

And that was it – a strange mix, 
but one that worked! 

RON SIMPSON

NIGEL PRICE, 
SIMON THORPE, 
MATYAS GAYER

RUISLIP JAZZ CLUB, 
AUGUST 3RD, 2022

No drummer. Sounds like 
paradise.

None of that banging, crashing 
and splashing. No feeling guilty 
about helping with all those 
boxes, especially the one with all 
the stands.

Fantastic.

What we got was Nigel Price on 
guitar, Matyas Gayer on piano and 
bassist Simon Thorpe. They were 
flung into a timeless void by the 
demon alchemist of Ruislip, Tony 
Jameson.

It happened because Jameson had 
once promoted a Nigel Price gig 

and the drummer didn’t show. 
We can all yearn for a place in 
the panoply of jazz greats that 
allows us to forget we have been 
booked for a gig with Nigel Price.

The consequence, we were 
told, was a gig of such exquisite 
taste and charm that Price 
and Jameson agreed to make 
something like it happen again. 
Not a great idea really; you 
can’t force alchemy. Except 
that Jameson, who promotes 
the way jazzers improvise 
over changes, threw in a rogue 
pianist to disrupt the established 
combination of Price and Thorpe.

Price and Thorpe knew Gayer by 
reputation but they had not played 
together before. Gayer’s presence 
was enough to bring a sparkle 
of freshness to the proceedings. 
You could sense the musicians 
exploring the possibilities of each 
piece together.

We heard Wes Montgomery’s 
Says You, Antonio Carlos Jobim’s 
Triste, and s from Duke Ellington.

It was a measure of the freedom 
the musicians found in the unusual 
format that we only heard four 
numbers in the first set. The ballad 
alone extended to almost fifteen 
minutes and featured a deft solo 
guitar intro that set an ethereal 
mood for the whole piece. It 
turned the back room of Ruislip 
Conservative Club into a space 
for timeless contemplation.

Cedar Walton’s Bittersweet 
opened the second set, giving 
Matyas Gayer room to dance 
through the changes. At times, 
you could almost hear the swing 
of a ride cymbal even though it 
wasn’t there.

A version of It Ain’t Necessarily 
So followed, inviting comparisons 
with Grant Green’s sessions with 

Sonny Clark, where Art Blakey 
was in gripping and highly vocal 
form. He wasn’t missed here 
though and, as with the groove 
of the bossa nova, it was striking 
how funky the band could get 
without the snap of a snare.

A waltz through Jerome Kern’s I’m 
Old Fashioned, a drifting exploration 
of Spring Can Really Hang You Up 
The Most, and a bopping Jeannine 
from John Hendricks took us 
through to the conclusion of the 
set, with Milt Jackson’s blues Bags’ 
Groove as an encore.

It was all over too quickly, 
although while it lasted it was easy 
to lose track of time altogether. 
And not just because there was 
no drummer. As one Ruislip 
regular said afterwards, ‘I could 
have listened to that all night.’

STUART MAXWELL

LIVE REVIEWS
BUXTON JAZZ 
WEEKENDER

JULY 7-10, 2022

It has long been a source 
of mystery to me how Neil 
Hughes managed to get such 
large numbers to Southport for 
a programme that combined 
the cabaret end of jazz with 
demanding music from the rising 
generation, but he did – and by 
and large his loyal audiences 
enjoyed it all! Then a mix of covid 
and loss of accommodation did 
for a winter Southport festival – 
and the next thing you know Neil 
has surfaced in Buxton in July, 
with a very similar arrangement 
to Southport!

You take a splendid old hotel, 
with two fine spaces for jazz, and 
stuff it full of jazz from Thursday 
evening to late night Sunday. The 
Palace in Buxton lacked a central 
bar area for late-night drinking 
and arguing and boasted a most 
eccentric lift: ‘Mr. Otis Regrets’ 
passes as the weekend’s least 
funny joke! Otherwise everything 
was an improvement, the hotel a 
distinct step up.

Then there was the matter of 
fitting this Jazz Weekend into 
a largely operatic and literary 
festival. The first event on two of 
the days was cut, leaving a jazz 
programme of mid-afternoon, 
evening and late. The main 
evening event was taken out of 
the Palace, leaving the sprawling 
column of jazzers, out of breath, 
but in good humour, to stagger 
back up to the Palace for the 
10.30 show. 

The most remarkable feature was 
to offer the Saturday performance 
of Gypsy, part of the main Festival, 
as an element in the jazz package. 
I took a night off and watched 
an extremely young company on 
the Fringe struggle manfully with 
Animal Farm, but so far as I could 
tell the jazz audience got a deal 
more out of Gypsy than I did out of 
Animal Farm! So that was the Jazz 
Weekend, with seven more events 
in the Pavilion Arts Centre to 
come in the next two weekends.

Friday is a good place to start, 
with a double-header from 
Ian Shaw and Guy Barker. The 
afternoon session was supposed 
to be City to City, Tales of Travel, in 
speech and song, but clearly full 
preparation hadn’t taken place 
and a fair bit of time was taken 
up with songs Guy and Ian like. 
No matter: it was an entertaining 
session. Where things had been 
especially planned, they produced 
excellent results, a medley of 

Chicago, A Slow Boat to China and 
Do You Know what it means to miss 
New Orleans, for instance, or, best 
of all, seguing from Baltimore Oriole 
into Waterloo Sunset, Guy Barker 
finishing it off with style. But it 
made no difference that Since I Fell 
for You came courtesy of a tale of 
working Hong Kong with Georgie 
Fame: Ian sang the great song with 
more than a hint of Georgie Fame 
and the whole thing ended with 
an elaborate cadenza.

The opening half hour was Ian 
Shaw solo, throwing the rhythm 
around, re-phrasing the original, 
pitching to a miracle, generally 
having huge fun with the lyrics. 
Not for the first time I found 
myself wondering if to some 
extent he’s the victim of his own 
protean talents. Now and again 
less is more. But his presentation 
was immaculate: who will 
forget his tale of his Llandudno 
childhood, the innocent (one 
hopes) 12-year-old writing at his 

father’s behest, ‘Dear Jim’ll Fix It, 
can you arrange for me to meet 
Rolf Harris?’?

That evening, in the Pavilion 
Arts Centre, the Swingtime 
Big Band was to feature the 
two guest stars. The first half 
gave copious coverage to 
sweet-voiced Emma Holcroft 
with an enterprising choice of 
songs: when was the last time 
you heard Fascinating Rhythm, 
complete with verse, taken at a 
nice chunky tempo? The band 
itself sounded, if anything, better 
than in its frequent appearances 
at Southport, with splendidly 
crisp section work and a whole 
string of fine soloists: Cliff Ray 
on trumpet and flugel, saxists 
Mike Smith and John Hatfield and, 
superb on her solo on Over the 
Rainbow, trombonist Ellie Whitley. 

Guy Barker sat in the section 
for the second half and took 
a couple of nice solos, but 
the evening took off with the 
appearance of Ian Shaw, with 
three solo numbers, singing 
the likes of You Don’t Know Me 
pretty straight and wonderfully 
effective with shades of Ray 
Charles – again the ‘less is more’ 
thought returned. However, this 
was the Swingtime Big Band’s 
show and the swinging finale was 
Things Ain’t What they Used to 
Be, a chorus or two of vocalise 
from Shaw, but above all a 
selection of solos from the band 
and the whole thing rising to a 
tremendous climax.

On the final evening the venue 
was the Opera House, with 
Clare Teal and her Sextet. With 
Kansas Smitties on all sides 
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The following was carried in 
the July 12, 1975 edition of The 
Melody Maker.

The 08.51 Express out of Basel, 
Switzerland, due to arrive in 
Hamburg some ten hours on. 
Eddie Burns is picking guitar, 
Homesick James sips fine 
Martell cognac, Lonesome 
Jimmie and Little Joe Blue 
catch up on last night’s lost 
sleep, the sun is shining, 
the train roars through the 
picturesque Fatherland, and the 
clock reads 09.30 hours.

Eddie is delving back into his 
memory searching for the 
songs that he heard in his youth 
– “Mama Don’t You Tear My 
Clothes”, “Betty And Dupree” 
[“that’s about this dude who’s 
so hot for a woman he had to 
go out and commit a crime to 
get the things she wanted – 
‘course the law got him, but he 
was goin’ to get that ol’ woman 
nohow”], Tommy McLennon’s 
“L.C. The Sweetest Girl I Know”.

Homesick says: “Tommy died 
in Chicago around ’56 – they 
found him dead full of wine on 
22nd and State. How’s a young 
man like you know all about 
that old stuff?” (Eddie is 47, 
Homesick 65).

The time is 10.53, the train 
slows into Karlsruhe, Eddie 
now soaked with sweat, is still 
playing hard – Willie Love’s 
“Down At Yourself Buryin’” then 
“Build Myself A Cage.”

Homesick screws the stopper 
back on his fifth and yells 
“get that ol’ black box off that 
damn rack – I gotta play some 
guitar!” Home stomps into 

“Ida”, Mailman Blues” and the 
inevitable “Dust My Broom”.

Next the original slow country 
version as he heard played 
by the Devil’s Son-In-Law, 
Peetie Wheatstraw, who never 
recorded it, but was heard 
by Robert Johnson who did, 
claiming authorship in the 
process. 

12.06 and the steamy, 
sweaty carriages lurch out of 
Darmstadt, Frankfurt bound. 
The refreshment man has made 
several round trips, the resultant 
debris of sandwich wrappings 
and empty beer cans is starting 
to accumulate and none of us 
is smelling as good as we did 
a few hours ago. Homesick’s 
worries increase as the level of 
his fifth drops and he’s starting 
to question the efficiency of 
German Rail as they apparently 
don’t sell cognac by the bottle.

Jimmy Lee – to all appearances 
asleep – suddenly opens his 
throat and hollers the words 
“Mama Don’t You Tear My 
Clothes” that Eddie is playing for 
a second time.

His eyes don’t open, the song 
finishes, he returns to the 
world of the dead apparently 
undisturbed. Eddie lays aside 
his guitar and recalls the 
early Muddy songs, with a 
remarkably dextrous guitar 
backing by Homesick – that old 
man can really play when he 
wants to.

More surprises. Homesick is 
getting into guitar rags and the 
indelicate “What’s That Smelling 
Like Fish?” has the whole 
compartment in hysterics.

Somewhere around Friedberg, 
a town that still celebrates 
the fact that Elvis Presley was 
garrisoned there during his 
military service, the Dortmunder 
Union combines with the 
soporific rhythm of the wheels 
on rails to lay me out. I re-
surface as we slow down for 
Marburg an hour later at 1.45 
to find Eddie Burns playing his 
new song “Wine Time On Skid 
Row” with Homesick exhorting 
“Come on Eddie – don’t just 
sing – holler!”

Billy Boy Arnold comes in 
from the next compartment 
still fuming over an 
uncomplimentary review in one 
of the English music papers. 

Billy prides himself on his 
professionalism, and he seems 
to have taken the admittedly 
harsh words very much to 
heart. “I don’t know why you 
so tore up”, says Joe Blue, “at 
least he said we sounded like 
good men like B.B. and Elmore 
– if he’s compared us to guys 
nobody knew, then we would 
be in bother.”

Billy insists “that man ain’t 
qualified to write about the 
blues.” Joe says: “It’s a 
compliment to me that they put 
my name in their paper – it’s 
better than being ignored.”

Homesick is upset that his 
style is compared to Elmore’s 
– “I was playing that way long 
before Elmore – hell, I’d be 
eight years older than him if 
he’d lived today.” The argument 
has continued in more-or-less 
this form for some 24 hours. 

Gottingen, 3.50 pm. A little 
German lady is misguided 
enough to join us in our 
compartment – to immediately 
become the target for 
Homesick’s guitar playing which 
instantly assumes a certain 
serenading quality. 

Surprisingly they managed 
to communicate despite no 
knowledge of each other’s 
language, even swapping 
addresses before she left the 
train at Hanover one hour later.

Jimmie Lee has taken up the 
guitar for a group singalong, on 
classics such as Tampa Red’s 
“When Things Go Wrong” and 
assorted Jimmy Reed material, 

when suddenly – without and 
warning – the express romps 
into Hamburg Central. 

We spill out on to the platform 
in total confusion, completely 
unprepared with Joe Blue 
clutching his guitar in one hand, 
his empty guitar case in the 
other. You would think that after 
a ten-hour journey they would 
be ready in time to leave the 
train, but these aren’t ordinary 
men and that 600 miles passed 
by unnoticed.

Leaving the station in a 
shambling, untidy procession, 
we make our way to the hotel 
to wash and rest up for a few 
hours before going to work on 
the 11 o’clock night concert – 
when the party was to start all 
over again. 

“Hey,” hollers Joe Blue, “we in 
Germany now ain’t we?”

Through the 1970s, Big Bear 
would put together touring 
packages with American 
bluesmen, put a tour together, 
usually of seven weeks or so, 
and go on the road through 
UK and Europe. It is fair to 
say that the tours were never 
without incident, that they were 
certainly a blast to take part in. 

The sixties had enjoyed that 
terrific blues boom across 
Europe, headlined by Clapton, 
Beck, Green and Mayall, but 
these tours served to introduce 
youngsters to the real deal.

The American Blues Legends 
1975 tour featured Homesick 
James, Tommy Tucker, 
Little Joe Blue, Billy Boy 
Arnold, Eddie Guitar Burns 
and Lonesome Jimmy Lee 
Robinson with Pete York, the 
drummer and founder-member 
of The Spencer Davis Group.

There was an album, recorded 
live at the 100 club in London 
on May 5th and 6th on the 
Virgin Manor Mobile which 
included guests Jon Lord of 
Deep Purple, Martin Stone, Bob 
Hall and Harvey Weston.

The album, American Blues 
Legends 75 was released on 
Big Bear Records.

JIM SIMPSON

NOW THAT’S WHAT WE 
CALLED RACE RECORDS.

Who will be the Paul Oliver of 
2095? Will they be poring over 
the master recordings from this 
year’s Eurovision Song Contest 
and expounding on their 
cultural significance?

Actually, they probably 
could. And not just because 
Eurovision is always politically 
and culturally significant, if 
only by accident. Popular 
music is an expression 
of the society it springs 
from, so it gives your social 
anthropologist rich pickings.

The point is that these 
Matchbox reissues are a form 
of Now That’s What I Call Music 
for fans of early popular music. 
Because make no mistake, this 

is pop music, recorded and 
promoted to make money. It 
follows that, like a lot of pop 
music, most of it should have 
been forgotten a long time ago 
because its time has passed.

We listen now because we’re 
curious about the history of 
our music, or because we 
have a romantic attachment 
to the mythology of the blues. 
Yes, there will be some who 
listen just because they like the 
music, but if Saydisc released 
Nancy Jane by The Hokum 
Boys as a single today it would 
be unlikely to trouble the likes 
of Cat Burns or Jax Jones in 
their attempts to snatch the 
Number 1 spot.

Like it or not, that’s the only 
measure that counts for pop 
music. If it doesn’t sell, it isn’t 

popular. All of which makes an 
academic reverence for these 
recordings a bit misplaced. 

The people who trailed through 
the American South in search 
of so-called Race artists were 
the Simon Cowells of their day, 
hunting down the next catchy 
hook or novelty song, although 
Simon Cowell has a bit more 
regard for the wellbeing of his 
artists than they did back then.

Unless you really love this 
stuff for its intrinsic value 
(and Paul Oliver exhorts us 
so to do in his liner notes) 
you’ll listen once, be vaguely 
amused or fascinated, and 
then pop it on the shelf next 
to the other six CD reissues 
in the Matchbox Bluesmaster 
Series, congratulating yourself 
on the completeness of 
your collection. It will be a 
while before you listen again 
because, frankly, why would 
you? This music is none of 
your business. 

Beans Hambone, Jane Lucas 
and the Rev A.W. Nix are 
singing and talking about stuff 
that is completely outside your 
cultural frame of reference. 
This is not some politically 
correct rant, it’s just a plain 
fact of rock’n’roll. Pop music 
by definition is a function of its 
time and place and some of 
this stuff is nearly 100 years old.

And yet. There they are on 
the shelf, these CDs, and they 
absolutely should be there. 
Partly because some of the 
recordings are still powerful and 
have a real kick, like Blind Willie 
Davis’ Your Enemy Cannot 
Harm You. Partly also because 
some of it is still culturally 
relevant, like Rev Edward 
Clayborn’s Death Is Only A 
Dream, or the Mississippi 
Sheiks’ He’s In The Jailhouse 
Now, which, amazingly, has not 
been adopted by conspiracy 
theorists as a contemporary 
anthem.

Likewise, before you tune in 
to another TED talk or prepare 
your next PowerPoint epic, 
have a listen to The Downfall 
of Nebuchadnezzar by the 
Rev. J.C. Bennett, Sister Ethel 
Grainger and Sister Odette 
Jackson. It’s a master class in 
the art of presentation. 

For musicians there is also that 
thing where you can pinch a 
song and smugly say, Oh yes, 
it’s an old thing by “Big Boy” 
Owens, or ‘You mean you don’t 
know Bogus Ben Covington?’ 
Of course, the more obscure 
and outlandish the name, the 
better it is.

But mainly this stuff needs to 
be documented and treasured 
because it keeps us from 
getting carried away by the 
hyperbole and bombast of 
modern pop. Stormzy at 
Glastonbury? Coldplay or 
Oasis at any stadium you care 
to name? The Rolling Stones? 
They’re all just the Stovepipe 
No. 1s or Beale Street Sheiks 
of our time. (In fairness, I’m 
pretty sure most of those 
modern artists would agree). 
Maybe if we’d had YouTube or 
Later with W.C. Handy instead 
of Jools Holland, then Henry 
Thomas or Hezekiah Jenkins 
would have had careers like 
Lady Gaga. In short, these 
performers deserve their 
immortality at least as much 
as our modern-day pop stars. 

So once again let’s celebrate 
this excellent project and act 
on our belief in what Saydisc is 
doing. Put your money where 
your misty eyes are and buy 
this latest collection. 

Then, after that first reverent 
listen, place it on the shelf, dust 
it regularly, and yes, maybe 
get it out at a dinner party and 
amuse your guests with a quick 
blast of What’s That I Smell.

STUART MAXWELL
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HENRY’S BLUESLETTER
Matchbox Bluesmaster Series Volume 7: 
Songsters & Saints (Various artists)

Train Keeps A-Rollin’
JIM SIMPSON TAKES THE HAMBURG EXPRESS 
WITH THE BLUES LEGENDS

32 33

Admission Free. Doors 7pm. Band 8pm.
Velvet Music Rooms, 200 Broad Street, 

Birmingham, B15 1SU
For more information contact Jim Simpson  

on 0121 454 7020 or jim@bigbearmusic.com

HENRY’S BLUESHOUSE
AT VELVET MUSIC ROOMS

4TH ROY FORBES’ TEXAS RUMBLE  

11TH THE SHUFFLEPACK

18TH DIRTY STOP OUTS GUIDE TO 1970S 
BIRMINGHAM BOOK LAUNCH (7PM) LIVE  
MUSIC FROM THE NITECRAWLERS (8PM)

25TH BEKI BRINDLE

1ST AJAY SRIVISTAV & VINOD KERAI 

8TH MARTIN BURCH BAND

15TH MAZ MITRENKO BAND

22ND THE SHAKEDOWN BROTHERS

29TH JENNY WREN & HER BORROWED WINGS

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

Front L-R: Lonesome Jimmie Robinson, Tommy Tucker,  
Jim Simpson, Homesick James
Rear L-R: Eddie ‘Guitar’ Burns, Billy Boy Arnold, Little Joe Blue
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SIGHT READINGS 

ALAN JOHN AINSWORTH

Intellect, hardback, 446 pages, 
£35.00

LADY DAY BODY 
AND SOUL 

NICHELLE GAINER 
(EDITOR)

Rocket 88 Books, hardback, 208 
pages, £40.00

Can there be anything new 
to warrant the jazz writer’s 
attention when so much has 
already been documented or 
discovered? Well, yes, according 
to the photographer Dr Alan 
John Ainsworth. His exhaustive 
study of the relationship 
between the creation of jazz 
and those who photograph its 
performers has now resulted in 
his impressive new book, Sight 
Readings, sub-titled Photographers 
And American Jazz, 1900-60. 
Alan is already known as a fine 
architectural photographer 
with a number of urban photo-
studies to his name, but he is 
also a jazz photographer of the 
highest quality and thus well 
placed to dig into this area of 
jazz scholarship.  

After first setting out to 
investigate the role of the 
photographer in jazz some 
ten years ago and having 
contributed individual articles 
to learned publications it is to 
his considerable credit that he 
has now distilled these years of 
dedicated research and study 
into what is clearly a definitive 
work. Having talked with Alan 
(and indeed contributed some 
48 images from my collection 
for the book) I can vouch 
for his assiduity in seeking 
background documentation on 
the interaction between the 
music, its US practitioners and 
the myriad photographers. 

While covering the work 
of both white and African 
American photographers in 
revelatory depth, Ainsworth 
set himself these fundamental 
questions: ‘Why they [the 
photographers cited] made 
the images they did. What the 
photos meant to them and 
what they tell us about the 

music and the musicians.’ More 
specifically, how was it that a 
coterie of ‘mainly white art 
photographers’, viz Claxton, 
Leonard, Gottlieb, Wolff etc 
came to attain such prominence 
while African American 
photojournalists on the West 
Coast, in New York and the 
Midwest more or less stayed 
below the jazz radar. 

It is to these Black unsung 
professionals that he gives long-
overdue consideration, many of 
them ‘insiders’ who saw jazz as 
integral to their community’s 
identity, a photographer like Al 
Smith in Seattle renowned for 
getting close to his subjects, 
right up on stage amidst the 
band, becoming a ‘participant 
observer’. Names like James 
Van De Zee in New York, 
and Arthur Bedou and Villard 
Paddio in New Orleans and 
Charlie ‘Teenie’ Harris in 
Pittsburgh, as well as Smith, are 
given detailed attention, but 
there were more, many more. 
The list is lengthy. This is eye-
opening work by any standard. 

Ainsworth also documents 
and gives great validity to the 
contribution of the numerous, 
hitherto over-looked studio 
portraitists whose paid-for, 
well-wrought images were used 
for publicity purposes while also 
understanding and citing the 
emergence of the ‘self-identified 
“jazz” photographers’. More 
to the point, he has journeyed 
far and wide in the US, trawling 
the archives and connecting 
with current photographers 
and the descendants and 
associates of the studio owners, 
many of them of Jewish émigré 
stock, chief among them the 
legendary James J. Kriegsmann, 
remembered especially for ‘what 
he did for black entertainers’. 
Other equivalent figures are 
identified, city by city: their 
pictures often familiar to us 
from magazines or books, but 
seldom correctly credited. 

Alan then goes on to discuss the 
place in jazz history of revered 
names like Herman Leonard, 
William Gottlieb, Francis Wolff 
and others, again mostly from a 
Jewish expatriate background, 
but for whom their widely 
recognised jazz image-making 
was just one facet of a busy 
professional career.

With 136 illustrations, copious 
reference notes and a detailed 
bibliography, it would be wrong 
to say that this well-produced 
volume is always an easy read; 
the text is sometimes academic 
in tone and many authorities 
from the wider fields of 
behavioural psychology and 
cultural commentary are cited. 
Nonetheless, Sight Readings is 
an outstanding contribution to 
the literature and a magnificent 
achievement that will repay 
the closest of attention. Given 
Ainsworth’s immersion in the 
subject and taking account of his 
final chapter which looks beyond 
his self-imposed time-frame in 
considering the post-1960 scene, 
I suspect there is more, much 
more to come. 

Rocket 88’s sumptuous volume 
celebrates Billie Holiday’s ‘glamour 
and legend’ – elegantly designed 
throughout, with fabric-covered, 
slightly padded end boards 
and measuring 23cm x 27cm, 
it contains page after page of 
brilliantly reproduced photographs, 
nearly 200 in all, on coated paper, 
and yes, I did provide one of them. 
In truth, there is a vast array of 
Billie pictures out there from 
which to choose and Rocket have 
done well, mixing formal portraits, 
used for publicity, with action shots, 
and casual pictures, often captured 
backstage. Most are in black and 
white, printed full page, with a few 

in colour. All are striking, many 
are beautiful. Arranged over six 
chapters, with titles like Billie’s Blues 
and Don’t Explain, they convey the 
chronology of her life very well, 
with its various ups and downs.

 Each image carries its own 
short commentary, some from 
earlier observers and writers 
like John Hammond, Leonard 
Feather and Benny Green, and 
yet others by contemporary 
singers and present-day students 
of her art. Each is identified and 
credited, the majority correctly 
dated and located, with just one 
egregious error, where a superb, 
full-spread photograph of the 
Frankie Newton septet, with 
Billie, is identified as being the 
Coleman Hawkins band. It’s not!

Billie herself was clear: ‘I feel like 
I am playing a horn’ and Whoopi 
Goldberg in her thoughtful 
introductory piece claims, 
‘There was no sound like hers.’ 
Conversely, editor Gainer admits 
from her 1980s perspective, ‘We 
were taught to prioritise the 
tragedy over the artistry’ and 
therein lies the dichotomy that 
continues to fascinate all those 
who encounter the glories of 
Billie’s music and then consider the 
unfurling tragedy of her life. I guess 
this show will run and run… for 
now, this a volume to savour. 

PETER VACHER
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JAZZ ON BIG BEAR RECORDS 

CDs £10 each including P&P or any three for £20
To order, phone 0121 454 7020 / send a cheque payable to Big Bear Music to PO Box 944, Birmingham B16 8UT 

 or visit www.bigbearmusic.com (use code JR170 to claim 3 for 2 offer)

Jazz City UK 

Nomy Rosenburg 
Trio 

Jazz City UK Volume 2: 
The Jam Sessions 

Bruce Adams/Alan Barnes 
Let’s Face The Music

Howard McCrary 
Moments Like This

Duncan Swift  
The Broadwood Concert

Lady Sings The Blues 
Laughing At Life 

Django’s Castle with 
Bruce Adams

Alan Barnes All Stars 
Marbella Suite 

Bruce Adams Quartet 
One Foot In The Gutter


